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ABSTRACT
INTEGRATION
OF
FUZZY OBJECT-ORIENTED
MULTIMEDIA DATABASE COMPONENTS
Demir, Utku
Ms., Department of Computer Engineering
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Adnan YAZICI
November 2010, 119 pages
Improvements in technology have increased the amount of human interactive
systems that support visual and audial operations. Besides many others, especially
the recent entertainment industry has been built on the digital world and processing
large collections of multimedia materials. Having huge amount multimedia data
revealed the need for efficient and effective ways of modeling, storing, addressing,
and retrieving such huge data, mostly, the semantic contents in it. Although there
are some database management systems that support multimedia objects by some
add-ons or extensions, they are far away from satisfying user requests, which are
usually based on similarity and semantic contents.
In this study, the requirements of multimedia databases are analyzed. To satisfy
such requirements, a database architecture which is specialized for multimedia
objects is constructed and a conceptual data model, handling semantic multimedia
contents is implemented. In the architecture, a semantic information extractor, a
high-dimensional index structure and an intelligent fuzzy object-oriented database
component are integrated through a coordinator structure. The proposed architecture
is realized and a prototype system is implemented by tightly coupling several
multimedia modules.
Key words: Fuzzy, Multimedia, Database
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ÖZ
BULANIK, NESNEYE DAYALI ÇOKLU ORTAM
VERİTABANI BİLEŞENLERİNİN ENTEGRASYONU
Demir, Utku
Yüksek Lisans, Bilgisayar Mühendisliği Bölümü
Tez Yöneticisi: Prof. Dr. Adnan Yazıcı
Kasım 2010, 119 sayfa
Teknolojideki gelişmeler, görsel ve işitsel öğeleri destekleyen etkileşimli
systemlerin miktarını arttırmıştır. Diğer birçoklarıyla beraber özellikle eğlence
sektörü, dijital bir dünya üzerine kurulmuş olup, büyük miktarlarda çoklu ortam
verisi işlemektedir. Büyük miktarda çoklu ortam verisine sahip olmak, bu devasa
verinin, çoğunlukla da içindeki mantıksal içeriğin etkin ve işe yarar bir şekilde
modellenmesi, saklanması, adreslenmesi ve erişilmesi ihtiyacını doğurmuştur. Bir
takım yama ve eklentilerle çoklu ortam verilerini destekleyen veritabanları olsa da,
bunlar, genellikle benzerlik ve mantıksal içeriğe dayanan kullanıcı isteklerini
karşılamaktan oldukça uzaktır.
Bu çalışmada, çoklu ortam veritabanlarının gereksinimleri analiz edilmiştir. Bu
gereksinimleri karşılamak için, çoklu ortam nesnelerine özel bir veri tabanı
mimarisi kurulmuş ve çoklu ortam verilerinin mantıksal içeriğini ele alan bir
kavramsal veri modeli gerçekleştirilmiştir. Bu yapıda, bir mantıksal bilgi çıkarıcı,
bir çok boyutlu index yapısı ve akıllı, bulanık, nesneye dayalı bir veritabanı, bir
koordinatör bileşen aracılığıyla bütünleşmiştir. Ayrıca önerilen yapı, birkaç çoklu
ortam modülünün uygun bir şekilde bir araya getirilmesiyle somutlaştırılmış ve
prototip bir sistem geliştirilmiştir.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Bulanık, Çoklu Ortam, Veritabanı
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
With the improvements in technology, large capacity and fast multimedia devices
became cheaper and people, obtaining those hardware, have began to store and
process large volumes of multimedia data excessively. Due to the natural properties
of multimedia objects like having k-dimensional data, complicated non-standard
uncertain objects, temporal and spatial aspects of these objects, etc. ; conventional
database approaches are not adequate for handling multimedia content in most
cases. Therefore, in order to access and retrieve desired portion of multimedia
content easily, the need for multimedia databases has been raised. These multimedia
frameworks should be able to:
•

extract concepts, objects, events and relations between them,

•

efficiently store and index semantic contents,

•

have some specialized extended capabilities that provide high level
abstractions for flexible queries, such as content-based and query-byexample type searches.

When multimedia data is in discussion, three different types of information gain
importance:
•

metadata or cataloging information as textual content, such as date, title and
author,

•

the knowledge you are exposed or inferred as high level semantic content,

•

the low level features such as fundamental frequency, harmonicity,
dominant color, region shape and edge histogram as audiovisual content [1].
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Although managing and retrieving textual and audiovisual content is easier and
straightforward, users are usually interested in the meaning of the content, in other
words, the high level semantic information in multimedia data.
Concepts, objects, spatial/temporal relations and interactions between these entities,
namely events, are the basic components of semantic content [2]. The process of
extracting these entities, in other words annotating semantic information, is a
challenging research area on multimedia domain. Using manual annotation
techniques for extracting information from multimedia data is mostly boring,
exhausting, slow and resource consuming, therefore, limited, inefficient and
subjective to user. Also, most of the time, retrieving previously annotated data is not
satisfying, since it is restricted to pre-extracted information. Therefore, an
automatic, preferably real-time annotation system is required. Since it has no direct
relation with raw multimedia data, which is a collection of pixels and signals, it is
very difficult to extract semantic content automatically from multimedia data [3].
To overcome these difficulties, many studies [4-9] offer different ways for
extracting semantic information.
Semantic entities, extracted from multimedia data should be modeled in order to
represent relations and interactions between them. Due to the complex and
compound structure of multimedia data, there are many studies offering semantic
content modeling such as [1, 10-13] in literature. Using an object-oriented
methodology and handling uncertain / fuzzy information are some common
considerations of these studies, proposing semantic information modeling.
Assumptions made by most existing semantic data models that the information
stored inside the database is precise and the requirements are crisp, are mostly not
valid for many knowledge intensive real world applications. Because, users are
usually interested in the semantic meanings of data, which are mostly subjective
contents, hence, include uncertain and fuzzy information. Moreover, most of the
time, users are not able to express themselves precisely or even do not really know
what they are looking for when querying multimedia data. Therefore, a multimedia
database should consider uncertainty.
2

The logical and structural designs of databases are determined by the data types
stored and query types mostly executed. Traditional database management systems
support primitive types (number, character, date, etc.) and have indexing
functionality on these types. However, semantic multimedia contents have multidimensional information that cannot be represented by such primitive objects.
Indexing multi-dimensional data is an emerging research domain. In applications of
database systems for multimedia like CAD, molecular biology, medical imaging,
time series processing and many others; efficient retrieval of specific information in
large data sets is crucial and required as the most basic functionality. Since
multimedia objects contain huge amount of information and exist in compound
form, long, nested and hierarchical transactions, hence slow queries are inevitable
with traditional approach. Therefore, some fast indexing mechanisms are required
for locating and retrieving multimedia objects accurately in an efficient way.
To achieve a reasonable quality of service, a database management system,
containing semantic multimedia content should consider all above functionalities.
Besides, since the semantic content is very subjective to user and extracting all
possible semantic entities is not reasonable, it should have some rule or knowledge
base capabilities to infer new information using formerly extracted contents.

1.1 Motivation and Contributions
Although, there exist various researches about multimedia databases as stated in
Chapter 2, most of them ignore uncertainty and fuzziness while integrating database
and knowledge base technologies. Moreover, object extraction, identification, and
classification, are usually neglected in such systems. In addition, most multimedia
database related studies usually target a small research area in a limited domain.
The main motivation for this thesis is the need of an intelligent system for accessing
desired portions of multimedia objects efficiently and accurately. In this study, a
fully qualified multimedia database framework that supports annotation of objects,
events and concepts as well as providing all the basic functionalities of conventional
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database management systems, such as indexing, querying and retrieving is
presented. Compared with the existing retrieval systems, the major contributions
and advantages of the proposed study are as follows:
1. A generic conceptual model for multimedia data, supporting fuzzy
information is provided. The model;


covers hierarchical structure and temporal segmentation,



represents semantic content as entities and relations between them,



considers uncertain and incomplete information.

Since the model is generic, it can be applied to all domains and can be
extended to support domain specific entities.
2. A multimedia database architecture is proposed in a component-oriented
approach. A semantic information extractor, a high-dimensional index
structure and an intelligent database are conceptually gathered around a
coordinator structure to build a multimedia database architecture. Thin client
technology is recommended for the proposed architecture in order to support
distributed nature of data and variety of multimedia application
environments.
3. A sample implementation of the proposed architecture is presented. By
coupling some multimedia modules, a complete system that supports
automated semantic content extraction and utilizes a multi-dimensional
index structure is constructed. The system is gradually developed in a
component-oriented manner, such that each component can be replaced by
alternative modules without affecting others. Since no domain specific
modules and structures are employed, and MPEG-7 specifications are
considered in all steps; the framework can easily be adapted to any domain
with minor changes.
4. An ontology for football domain, describing events and concepts, based on
the integrated semantic video meta-model, is developed. Relations and
relevant object definitions are provided in the ontology. This ontology is
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used in cooperation with the event extraction module to detect concepts and
events.
5. Web services for the developed multimedia database framework are
presented for interoperability issues with other systems. Any external system
may benefit the querying facilities of the implemented multimedia
framework using the web service interface of the system.
6. In this study, a prototype client application is developed for testing and
evaluating presented architecture.

1.2 Thesis Outline
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows; in Chapter 2, studies related with the
topics dealt in this thesis are explained. Information about tools and technologies
utilized in this thesis are given in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, proposed multimedia
database architecture and the recommended semantic data model for this
architecture are analyzed in detail. Chapter 5 introduces the empirical study
executed and gives brief information about the developed system while explaining
integration steps in detail. Abilities of the architecture and implemented system,
created ontology and developed web services are given in this chapter. Performance
tests and their results are given in Chapter 6. The last chapter provides conclusions
and gives future directions.

5

CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Researches on multimedia databases gain importance since traditional database
systems are not able to satisfy users, asking information about the semantic content
in multimedia applications. Since a whole multimedia database framework covers a
huge study area, many studies concentrate only on a specific subject in this domain.
Also, because of the reason they comprised lots of the multimedia object types
(image, audio, text, temporal and spatial events), most studies are based on video
objects.
In order to develop a complete framework for multimedia database, some subresearch topics, such as modeling multimedia data, semantic information extraction
and multi-dimensional indexing, should be inspected. In this chapter, a review of
literature survey, executed during the development of this study is presented. To
clarify each subject, they are briefly explained in separate sections.
Studies, related with multimedia object modeling are explained in the first section.
Some studies in this section cover, uncertainty and fuzziness in multimedia objects
and some of them take knowledge intensive modeling into consideration. Second
section aims to discuss researches about semantic information extraction, in other
words, object and event detection based studies. Although, some researches uses
complex annotation techniques, most of them are based on segmentation and
classification approach. Studies, proposing index structures for multi-dimensional
objects are given in the next section.
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2.1 Multimedia Data Modeling
The recent education and entertainment industry are built on the digital world and
most of such user interactive systems support visual and audial operations. The
increasing interest on the digital media has brought out an enormous growth in the
volume of multimedia data. But, these data can be useful only when applications
and databases provide an effective querying ability and let end users access what
they need correctly in an efficient way. Therefore, new data models that can fulfill
the requirements of multimedia objects are needed. Modeling multimedia data is the
first, perhaps the most important step of developing a multimedia database
management system.
The information inside raw multimedia data can be categorized into three groups;
low-level information, semantic and syntactic information, and textual information
[1]. For each type of information, there are studies concentrating on modeling that
type of information. While studies [3, 14, 15] emphasis on low level information
extracted from multimedia data, many others focus on semantic modeling since they
represent information, perceived by humans, therefore more meaningful and
important.
Semantic data models can be classified in two categories; annotation-based models
and rich semantic models [16]. Annotation-based models, like OVID [17],
VideoStar [18], CCM [19], use relatively simple structures, such as predefined
keywords, some free text, or structured data, as annotations.
The study OVID [17] presents a video data model and offers a prototype database
system that handles video objects in an object-oriented manner. All the information
extracted from a video material should be an object or an attribute of the object.
Although [17] supports only a few object types, they can be extended with new
attributes whenever necessary. Description data can be shared by interval-inclusion
based inheritance.
VideoStar [18] is another video data model presented at early 90’s. It supports
StoredVideoSegment, VideoStream and VideoDocument classes to cover physical
7

video segments, logical video segments and mappings between them. Supporting
frame sequences and structural components let this study to handle the most popular
approach for temporal segmentation of multimedia data; shot, scene and sequence.
VideoText [20] introduces Information Retrieval (IR) in late 90’s to retrieve
contents encoded in free text annotations. In their latter works, a conceptual graph is
utilized to represent knowledge in free text annotations and three layers of
abstraction are used to achieve physical video data independence, logical video data
independence and user view independence.
Although, simple annotation structures give annotation-based models a great
flexibility, they limit the data expression power and querying capabilities. Since
annotated information is associated with logical segments of multimedia materials,
abstract and inferred information cannot be modeled with this approach. When
annotation-based models turned out to be inadequate for satisfying user requests
about semantic contents, rich semantic models that represent semantics in a realworld manner with more complex structures became more popular. Since they are
able to express abstract entities and inferred concepts, represent relationships
between entities, and provide better retrieval abilities, rich semantic models can be
said to be richer than the annotation-based models [16]. VIMSYS [21], VIDEX
[22], Extended ExIFO2 [11], AVIS [23], VideoGraph [24], CoPaV2 [1], BilVideo
[25] and Ekin’s model [10] are some studies proposing rich semantic models.
The leading study VIMSYS [21], a model for multimedia images, has defined
domain event concept as spatio-temporal relations of domain objects using four
levels of abstraction; image presentation level, image object level, domain object
level and domain event level.
The QBIC [5], developed at IBM Research Center, focuses on extending and
improving query methods for retrieving pictorial information from large image and
video databases according to supplied color, shape and texture information.
In his study [10], Ekin et al. propose a new generic integrated semantic-syntactic
video model by combining shot-based and object-based structural video models
8

with entity-relationship (ER) and object-oriented models to model semantics in
multimedia documents. The model, which is an extension of ER models, aims
enabling structured video search and free browsing by combining textual and lowlevel descriptors of content. The main entities in the model are events, objects that
participate in these events and actor entities that describe object instances which
play roles in some events.
Another study that supports semantic objects and events, AVIS [23], presents
activities as types of events by categorizing them. Handling feature – sub-feature
relationship and replacing sub-features with features whenever required enable
AVIS system to soften queries that return no result.
BilVideo [25], another video database management system, provides an integrated
support for rule-based spatio-temporal modeling. Semantic and low-level feature
queries are allowed using a SQL-like textual query language. The study offers using
a knowledge base component for handling spatio-temporal queries and employs an
object relational database for queries on low-level features or semantic contents. A
semantic data model [26], supporting objects and events is utilized in BilVideo. To
represent parts of events in model, an event - sub-event relationship is used.
The semantic meaning of content is subjective to user. Content extraction
approaches, whether human driven or automatic, may found different semantic
information from same source. There are a few studies that handle fuzziness and
give support for uncertainty in their conceptual models for multimedia materials.
Studies [11, 13, 27-29] try to handle this uncertainty by supporting fuzzy attributes,
objects or relations in their model. [13, 29] uses an extended version of UML to
represent fuzzy information in conceptual model. The study, adapts IFOOD
architecture [30] into video database applications. IFOOD is an architecture which
connects a fuzzy knowledge base with a fuzzy object-oriented database. Thus, [13]
supports not only inferring fuzzy information using knowledge base, but also
storing semantic content with their uncertain attributes as objects. Addition to
attribute level uncertainty, the proposed model handles fuzziness that might occur in
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object itself or the relations between them. Even events might have fuzzy
information.
[11] is based on ExIFO2 data model, and being mapped to logical FOOD [31]
model, which is a similarity-based fuzzy object-oriented model. The study supports
representation of uncertainty at attribute, object/class and class/subclass level, for
multimedia objects.
Study [27] proposes a data model that summarizes semantic content by examining
features of video, audio and superimposed text. In the mentioned study, three levels
of abstraction is used for representing semantics; a context layer for describing
content independent features, a concept layer for abstraction of key concepts, and a
concept measure layer for describing concepts using fuzzy approach to find
semantic similarity.
Although there are many other researches on multimedia semantic content
modeling, some leading ones are briefly explained above. Common considerations
of the most approved studies are; using an object-oriented approach and taking
intelligence into account as well as paying attention to uncertainty in multimedia
objects.

2.2 Semantic Information Extraction
Most featured studies, offering a semantic data model, use the advantage of
expressing semantic content with real world fundamental entities, such as concepts,
objects, events and relations between them. Thus, they enable users to construct
queries with concrete objects appearing in images or videos. However, this
expressive approach brought out the necessity of detecting and extracting concepts,
objects and events from raw multimedia content. In this section, some studies
related with this significant subject are presented.
Semantic object extraction is mostly a matter of segmenting a piece of data and
classifying or categorizing them. Many researchers execute this step in a brute-force
manner, by checking all the possibilities and trying to find most possible entities.
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Classifying raw data as a whole and finding the type of it may reduce the amount of
time spent in entity classification step. Jadon and his friends, use video-structure
based syntactic features (such as shot durations, editing style, camera work, etc.) to
classify video sequences in their study [32]. They offer an evolutionary learning
fuzzy rule-based system for categorizing video materials. Study [33] presents a
video genre classification approach using analyses on the connection between video
genres and the statistical characteristics of dominant events. In [34], a method for
classifying talk and game shows, and segmenting these videos into host and guest
shots by using video structures is proposed.
Detecting and subtracting background textures from images facilitate object and
event extraction processes by reducing the amount of regions to be processed. Study
[35], proposes a new background subtraction algorithm, which is not affected from
the illumination factor. Since the study considers changes in illumination
conditions, the proposed algorithm can be applied not only to indoor environments,
but also to outdoors with natural illumination.
Basic semantic entities, objects and events have different behaviors and structures.
Objects are mostly static entities, only attributes or roles of which change in a
multimedia data. A single image or a few frames are adequate for extracting them.
On the other hand, events have spatial and temporal characteristics, therefore,
mostly a chronicle frame sequence are required for detection and annotation.
Methods, used for extracting objects and events, differ from each other.

2.2.1 Object Annotation
Image is the smallest visual type among raw multimedia types. An ordered
composition of which constitutes video objects. Since they are composed of
collections of pixels, there is no semantic information that can be obtained directly
in raw image data. Therefore, a powerful way of mapping regions of these pixels to
semantic content is required.
Because of the reason that there is no straight way for mapping raw data into
semantic information , it is very difficult to extract objects from raw multimedia
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data [3], which makes this area very challenging. Since object extraction is a
complex and time consuming process, many research groups center their work on
extracting specific objects. In [36], from digging text and timing information, to
scene and face detection, a various information aspects are investigated to find a
specific person in broadcast news video. Using the combination of background
subtraction and edge detection methods, the study [37] is specialized for detecting
vehicles in traffic surveillance and control systems.
Determining important frames, moreover finding the boundaries of possible objects,
thus deciding whether a group of pixels should be classified as an object or
background, may reduce the computational complexity in object extraction. To
lessen the processed frame count, a Genetic Algorithm (GA) based method is
proposed in [38], by extracting frames carrying more meaningful information using
cross-correlations between all combinations of feature vectors. In another study,
genetic algorithm is used for object localizations in complex scenes [39]. A more
recent study [40], introduces fuzzy topology into object extraction area to
distinguish objects from background.
Information, such as dominant color or region shape which can directly be extracted
from the pixel information with simple procedures, is called as low-level features.
Extracting these features is the first step in many studies focusing object extraction.
MPEG-7 [41], formally named as Multimedia Content Description Interface,
provides various simple low-level features and standardizes descriptions and the
ways of structuring them. Besides, providing some Descriptors (Ds) to describe low
level features, MPEG-7 also defines Description Schemes (DSs) to specify
descriptors that can be used in a certain description and relations between DSs.
Also, Description Definition Language (DDL) allows researchers to define their
own Descriptors and Description Schemes.
In the first days of low-level feature extraction, many studies concentrate only on
extraction of a specific feature. While some studies focusing only on color
information, some studies just concentrated on shape information. A recent study
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[42], focusing approaches and trends in content-based image retrieval, shows that
using different features together with better calculations revealed better results.
A recent study [43], which tries to mimic human brain, proposes architecture for an
association-based image retrieval system, using feature vectors to represent each
image. Low level features are combined using weight matrices in the generalized
bi-directional associative memory (GBAM) which keeps associations between
feature vectors.
Another important point in object extraction, usually referred as semantic gap, is
mapping extracted low-level features into high level semantics. In other words, after
founding dominant color as yellow and the region shape as circular, obtaining the
object sun by processing these low-level data.
The most popular method for handling semantic gap is assigning weights to the
low-level features and using these values for mapping issues. Manual or automatic
methods can be applied to find to weights of each feature.
The study [44] tries to fill the semantic gap by using a knowledge base. With the
help of a domain expert, a rule-knowledge base is constructed during the learning
phase, and this knowledge base is used in annotation step. Using fuzzy logic and
rule mining techniques to approximate human-like reasoning resulted in more
robust and accurate annotations. Study [45] proposes an ontology based object
annotation system using semantic concept classifiers. They built their approach to
learn rules automatically using Semantic Web Rules Language (SWRL) and
combine this knowledge into the ontology. Relations of concepts’ are utilized to get
better performance from concept detectors.
The study [2] takes object extraction process as a categorization problem and uses
GA for finding dominant features of representative images for object categories. In
learning phase, Best Representative and Discriminative Features (BRDF) of objects
are found, and the set of representative objects and their features are utilized by GA
based classifier. Self improvement with genetic operations and supporting fuzzy
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decisions by making weighted multiple categorizations are discriminative properties
of this study.

2.2.2 Event Annotation
Automatic event annotation is another challenging area in semantic information
extraction from multimedia data. Although many earlier studies skip this step or
utilize user driven techniques, rapidly increasing huge amount of multimedia data
forces researchers to find ways of detecting events automatically. Approaches for
event recognition are mostly focused on specific event types since researchers
restrict their studies with particular domains [46].
Due to temporal characteristics, a group of ordered frames is required in event
extraction. Therefore, in many studies [13, 18, 22, 23], a well-known method for
representing temporal segmentation of video data is used; shot-scene-sequence
hierarchy. Trying to classify a single or a few contiguous shots into events is the
dominant approach in studies using this hierarchy.
In the study defining events as long-term temporal objects [47], a simple statistical
distance measure is designed, based on the behavioral contents in video pieces and
this measure is used for classifying events. Study [48] provides a solution for soccer
domain and proposes an evolutionary event detection framework by utilizing neural
networks with multimodal analyses. In [49], some audio-visual features indicating
specific events are selected, and a framework, using these features for extracting
events from sport videos, is proposed.
Study [50] proposes a novel approach to detect and classify key events in various
sport videos, by using a hybrid method, which integrates statistics with logical rulebased models. Complementing deficiencies of using typical patterns of audio-visual
features in sports domain with human observation and heuristic knowledge make
this method a robust, less subjective and a generic approach for event detection.
A Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is built and presented to detect events using
semantic features that can accurately reflect the event attributes, in study [33]. An
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event adjustment strategy is also proposed according to the analysis on the GMM
structure and pre-definition of video events.
Different from other studies, heavily rely on audio/visual features, study [51]
incorporates web-casting text into sports video analysis to extract events and detect
event boundaries. Also the proposed study is capable of producing personalized
summary from both general and specific point of view. Another study using webcasting texts [52], perform multimodal analyses for finding important events in a
basketball game. The proposed framework contains four major parts: web-casting
test analyses, broadcast video analyses, text/video alignment and semantic
annotation and indexing for personalized retrieval.
Since, they restrict the types of events to be recognized in domains and used for
inferring information from pre-extracted ones, some studies proposes usage of
ontology for object and event extraction. Inyaem and his friends, propose a fuzzyontology based event extraction method for terrorism domain [53]. [9] presents a
top level ontology using spatio-temporal relations of pre-defined semantic entities
to extract events. The study [46] offers an ontology-based semantic content model
for semantic content and event extraction. To reduce the computational cost,
domain ontology is enriched with rule definitions.

2.3 High-dimensional Index Structures
Most of the current database management systems provide index structures for
efficient accessing to data. For primitive types in database management systems,
indexing and querying problem can be considered as efficiently solved. But
indexing high-dimensional data is an emerging and problematic research domain.
As dimension increases, performance of multi-dimensional index structures
decreases, usually called the curse of dimensionality.
Algorithms for indexing high-dimensional data are mostly based on the principle of
hierarchical clustering of data, in other words, partitioning search space into sets
and pruning some of them in search time [54]. These indexing techniques can be
classified into two groups; data-partitioning index methods that divide data space
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according to distribution of data; and space-partitioning index methods that
partition search space in pre-defined sizes, regardless of data in these segments [55].
Most known data-partitioning methods derive from the well known index structure,
R-Tree [56]. The method is originally designed to cope with only two-dimension
data in Geographical Information Systems. Leaves of the tree refer to minimum
bounding rectangle of the actual object. An extension of R-Tree, SS-Tree [57] is
designed to handle multi-dimensionality and improve search performance by using
minimum bounding spheres. Since bounding spheres usually need larger volumes
than bounding rectangles, SR-Tree, [58] is proposed to handle this deficiency. SRTree uses an intersection of a bounding sphere and a bounding rectangle.
Another approach, TV-Tree [59] is based on the observation that some dimensions
are more discriminative than others. Therefore, they classify dimensions as;
ignorable dimensions, always used dimensions and dimensions used for fine tuning.
Although this study is very successful in rather high dimensions, it requires a good
knowledge of data distribution along each dimension.
Although some space partitioning index methods, grid-file [60], perfect kDB-Tree
[61], Hybrid-Tree [62], SH-Tree [63], are proposed for handling multi-dimensional
data in space granularity, these methods are inefficient for high-dimensions. Since
this strategy partitions the search space rather than data itself, they mostly have
problem of indexing large empty spaces. Besides, when retrieval of objects near cell
boundaries is required, all the neighboring cells are to be examined, resulting in a
huge growth in search path.
Some studies on multi-dimensional indexing, such as KPYR [64], a PyramidTechnique [65], try to reduce dimension and map the information to a singledimensional value. M-Tree [66] and Slim-Tree [67], uses distance calculation based
algorithms. Relative distances of objects are calculated and the index structure is
built using these values rather than the complex features of objects, with a cluster
hierarchy on the top [54]. Since overlaps decrease the performance of index
structures, Slim-Tree uses an algorithm, called as Slim-Down to reduce overlaps.
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BitMatrix [54] tries to make an approximation and built a representative vector,
significantly smaller than the original one. Since it is highly configurable, the
tradeoff between precision and speed can be controlled with various parameters.
Kernel VA file [68] tries to improve the performance of sequential scan by using
two different data sets; one for real data and one for approximations of these data.
The study [69], proposes a Content-Based Video Retrieval (CBVR) system, which
examines Slim-Tree and BitMatrix algorithms for efficiently executing low-level
feature queries on video objects. In the process of combining features and defining
distance function weights, Ordered Weighted Aggregation (OWA) operators are
used. This research is specialized for indexing low-level features, what makes this
study a good candidate for multimedia data indexing.

Figure 2-1 Clustering Sample for BitMatrix
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Table 1 BitMatrix Representation

Dim1

Dim2

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 5

O1 0 0 1 1

0 1 0 0 0

0011 01000

O2 0 1 0 0

0 1 0 0 0

0100 01000

O3 1 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0

1000 10000

O4 1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0

1000 00100

O5 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1 1

0100 00011

O6 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1 0

0010 00010

O7 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1 0

0010 00010
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CHAPTER 3
BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE
In the scope of this study, a multimedia database architecture is proposed, and a
prototype database framework as well as a client application are developed. In
design and implementation stages, some external tools and different technologies
are utilized for the activities that are out of the scope of this research.
In this chapter, the fundamental concepts about the ideas that the study is built on
and external tools used in this thesis are briefly explained. As our system is based
on MPEG-7 concept, the first section is reserved for brief information about
MPEG-7 and tools based on MPEG-7 technology (MPEG-7 reference software
(eXperimental Model, XM) and IBM MPEG-7 Annotation Tool). DB4O database
and JESS knowledge base, which are used in core database structure as storage and
fuzzy inference engine, are explained in subsequent sections. Information about
genetic algorithm and ontology, used in semantic information extraction
components, JMF and JavaWS technologies, utilized in the prototype client
application are provided in following sections.

3.1 MPEG7
3.1.1 Introduction
MPEG-7, a multimedia content description standard, is introduced as an ISO/IEC
standard by MPEG (Moving Picture Experts Groups). It is formally called as
Multimedia Content Description Interface and provides a rich set of standardized
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tools to describe multimedia content. The audiovisual (AV) information within the
scope of MPEG-7 can be consumed both by human users and digital systems.
Being different from prior standards (MPEG–1, MPEG–2, MPEG–4), which focus
on coding and presentation of audio-visual content, MPEG–7 focuses on
multimedia content description that supports some degree of interpretation of
information meaning, which can be processed by digital devices [41]. It was
designed to standardize:
•

Descriptors (Ds), which describes basic contents of multimedia, based on
audio-visual information, such as color, texture, shape, frequency and
motion characteristics that constitute the bases of CBIR systems,

•

a set of Description Schemes (DSs), which specifies available descriptors
that can be used in a given description and the relations of stated descriptors
with the other DSs,

•

a language to specify these schemes, called the Description Definition
Language (DDL) and

•

a scheme for coding the Ds and DSs.

3.1.2 Scope of MPEG-7
MPEG–7 focuses on the standardization of a common interface for describing
multimedia data and representing information about the content, not the content
itself. The scope is to define the representation of the features, related to AV
content. Any application dependent issue is outside the scope. Therefore, neither
feature extraction nor query and retrieval process is in the scope of MPEG–7.
However, because of some interoperability issues, it also specifies extraction
process at some degree. To summarize, main goal is to make audiovisual data as
searchable as text.
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Figure 3-1 Scope of MPEG-7

3.1.3 MPEG–7 Parts and Descriptors
The MPEG-7 Standard consists of the following parts [41]:
•

MPEG-7 Systems – the tools needed to prepare MPEG-7 descriptions for
efficient transport and storage and the terminal architecture.

•

MPEG-7 Description Definition Language - the language for defining the
syntax of the MPEG-7 Description Tools and for defining new Description
Schemes.

•

MPEG-7 Visual – the Description Tools dealing with (only) Visual
descriptions.

•

MPEG-7 Audio – the Description Tools dealing with (only) Audio
descriptions.

•

MPEG-7 Multimedia Description Schemes - the Description Tools dealing
with generic features and multimedia descriptions.

•

MPEG-7 Reference Software - a software implementation of relevant parts
of the MPEG-7 Standard with normative status.

•

MPEG-7 Conformance Testing - guidelines and procedures for testing
conformance of MPEG-7 implementations

•

MPEG-7 Extraction and use of descriptions – informative material about the
extraction and use of some of the Description Tools.
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•

MPEG-7 Profiles and levels - provides guidelines and standard profiles.

•

MPEG-7 Schema Definition - specifies the schema using the Description
Definition Language.

MPEG-7 provides tools and structures for describing both visual and audial content
[Table 2]. MPEG-7 Standards Overview documentation [41] gives detailed
information about all these descriptors. Although only a few of them are used in the
implementation of the proposed architecture, any descriptor can easily be adapted
into the system. In the following part, descriptors used in the implementation of
prototype application are briefly explained.
•

Color Layout: Among seven color descriptors, color layout represents the
spatial distribution of colors of an image in the frequency domain in a very
compact form. This compactness allows it to be used in index structures
with small computational costs. Besides, it also provides high-speed imageto-image and sequence-to-sequence matching, which requires so many
similarity calculations. Since it captures the layout information of colors,
this descriptor allows very friendly user interface using hand-written sketch
queries. No dependency on image/video format, resolution and bit-depths
exists for this descriptor. It can be applied to whole image and even to any
unconnected parts of an image with arbitrary shapes.

•

Dominant Color: A small number of representative colors (up to 8) are
enough to characterize the color information of an image or a specific
region. Such compactness makes this descriptor a good candidate for index
structures. Therefore, this descriptor is most suitable for representing color
information of objects. To extract a few representative colors, color
quantization is used and the percentage of each quantized color is calculated
correspondingly. A spatial coherency on the entire descriptor is also defined,
and is used in similarity retrieval.

•

Region Shape: By capturing all the pixel distribution of a shape/region, this
descriptor can be used in describing shapes. Not only simple ones, but also
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complex shapes with multiple regions, possibly the ones with holes, can be
described. Its small size, fast extraction time and low order of computational
complexities for matching ability make this descriptor suitable for shape
tracking in images and videos [70].
•

Edge Histogram: This descriptor represents the spatial distribution of five
types of edges in an image; four directional edges (vertical, horizontal, 45°
diagonal, 135° diagonal), and one non-directional edge (isotropic). Since
edges play a great role in object detection, this descriptor can be useful for
image-to-image matching (by example or by sketch). When used with the
conjunction of other descriptors, such as color and shape descriptors, it may
significantly improve the retrieval performance. Due to low computational
cost, it is suitable for CBIR or retrieval systems based on textures.

3.1.4 MPEG-7 Reference Software (eXperimental Model)
MPEG-7 reference software (eXperimentation Model, shortly XM) is the tool
which has ability to extract low level information from video data, using MPEG-7
descriptors. It generates conformant MPEG-7 bit streams / DDL streams. Most of
the Descriptors and Description Schemes are implemented in XM software. After
loading data, the software extract low-level features and after encoding descriptions,
it produces a file containing low-level information [41, 71].
XM software can also be used for distance calculations of similar data. After
building a database containing extracted low-level information, the tool has the
ability to calculate distance values between each data in the database and the given
one.
MPEG-7 reference software is used both in annotation module and index
mechanism in this study. While, annotation module utilizes this tool for obtaining
low-level features and determining distance values at classification step, index
mechanism uses extracted features for building index structure as well as
calculating distance of objects.
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Table 2 MPEG-7 Descriptor List

Type

Feature

Descriptors
Color Space
Color Quantization
Dominant Color(s)
Scalable Color
Color Layout
Color-Structure Descriptor
GoF/GoP Color
Homogenous Texture Descriptors
Texture Browsing
Edge Histogram
Region Shape
Contour Shape
Shape 3D
Camera Motion
Motion Trajectory
Parametric Motion
Motion Activity
Region Locator
Spatio Temporal Locator
Face Recognition
Silence
Log Attack Time
Temporal Centroid
Audio Spectrum Envelope
Audio Spectrum Centroid
Audio Spectrum Spread
Audio Spectrum Flatness
Audio Waveform
Audio Power
Audio Harmonicity
Audio Fundamental Frequency
Harmonic Spectral Centroid
Harmonic Spectral Deviation
Harmonic Spectral Spread
Harmonic Spectral Variation
Spectral Centroid
Audio Spectrum Basis
Audio Spectrum Projection

Color Descriptors

Texture Descriptors
Video
Shape Descriptors

Motion Descriptors

Localization
Others
Silence
Timbral Temporal
Basic Spectral

Basic
Audio
Signal Parameters

Timbral Spectral

Spectral Basis
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3.1.5 IBM MPEG-7 Annotation Tool (VideoAnnEx)
The VideoAnnEx annotation tool provides annotation of video sequences with
MPEG-7 metadata. It performs shot detection, when an MPEG video sequence and
corresponding shot segmentation file are provided. The input video sequence is
segmented into smaller units by detecting the scene cuts, dissolves and fades. Each
shot in the video sequence can be annotated with static scene descriptions, key
object descriptions, event descriptions and other lexicon sets. Descriptions are
associated with each video shot and stored as MPEG-7 descriptions in an output
XML file for later use. The tool also has the ability to process pre-executed
annotations for loaded video sequences [72]. An example screenshot of the IBM
MPEG-7 Annotation Tool is shown in Figure 3-2.

Figure 3-2 IBM Annotation Tool [72]
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3.2 Java Web Start (JavaWS)
Java Web Start (also known as JavaWS), which is a framework developed by Sun
Microsystems, allows users to start applications for Java Platform, directly from the
Internet using a web browser. Unlike Java applets, JavaWS applications do not run
inside the browser. Although it can be configured, the sandbox in which JavaWS
applications run need not have many restrictions as Java applets [73].
Using JavaWS, a single Java application may be placed on a web server for
deployment to a wide variety of platforms. Without going through complicated
installation procedures, JavaWS provides the power to launch full-featured Java
applications with a single click. From the user's point of view, it functions just as
native applications. The launched applications are locally cached, for improved
performance. Once installed and arranged, it enables offline usage of web based
applications [74].
JavaWS allows developers to determine the security model used for applications.
By default, JavaWS applications run in a restricted environment, known as a
sandbox. You can also provide functionality that goes beyond what is allowed in the
sandbox by signing application's JAR files. Even configuring security restrictions,
interacting with the clipboard and working with the files on the computer are
allowed. Automatically update application and JRE versions is another functionality
that makes the JavaWS the best alternative to web based applications [74].

3.3 Genetic Algorithm
Genetic algorithm (GA) is an adaptive method used in finding exact or approximate
solutions to search and optimization problems occurring in many fields; from bioinformatics, chemistry and physics to computational science, engineering,
economics and lots of others. It is a powerful search technique and categorized in
global search heuristics [75]. Using techniques inspired by evolutionary biology,
such as inheritance, mutation, selection, and crossover (also called recombination),
Genetic Algorithms hold the idea of natural selection (survival of the fittest) which
suggests more successful solutions to live whereas others to die.
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Evolution can be defined as slow changes or modifications on inherited attributes of
species, whereas attributes are the expression of genes that are transferred from
ancestors to offspring. In computer science, Genetic Algorithms generally follow
evolution steps; reproduction, mutation, recombination and natural selection. A
typical genetic algorithm requires:
•

a genetic abstract representation of the solution domain, which encodes
properties of individuals into lists of bits, integers, trees or pre-defined
objects, each item of which represents a gene of the chromosome,

•

a fitness function to evaluate the solution domain, which measures the
quality of the represented solution.

Once genetic representation and the fitness function defined, GA proceeds to
initialize a population of randomly generated individuals. It improves population
through repetitive execution of mutation, crossover, inversion and selection
operators. In each generation, the fitness of every individual in the population is
evaluated, some of them are stochastically selected and they are randomly modified
to form a new population, which is replaced with the worst-ranked population.
Whenever a satisfactory fitness level has been reached or a limit of executions is
exceeded, the algorithm terminates. A flowchart for genetic algorithm is given in
Figure 3-3.
In this study, genetic algorithm is employed in the object extraction module, which
defines the whole process as a classification problem and uses a Genetic Algorithm
based classifier for classification.

3.4 Ontology
In computer and information science, ontology is defined as a formal representation
of the knowledge by a set of concepts and the relationships between these concepts
within a domain. It is used to reason about the properties of that domain, and even
sometimes, it is utilized for describing the domain. Ontologies are used in artificial
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intelligence, semantic web, software engineering, bio-medical informatics, and
information architecture as a form of knowledge representation about the world or
some part of it [76].

Figure 3-3 A Simple Flow Chart for Genetic Algorithm

The body of formally represented knowledge is based on conceptualization: the
objects, concepts, and other entities that are assumed to exist in some area of
interest and the relationships that hold among them [77]. A conceptualization is an
abstract, simplified view of the world that needs a formal representation for some
purpose. Since it provides a shared vocabulary, which can be used to model a
domain, ontology can be defined as formal specification of a shared
conceptualization. It includes machine-interpretable definitions of basic concepts in
the domain and relations among them. In other words, it defines what the data is
and it’s relation to everything else.
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We develop ontology:
•

To make users agree on the meaning of terms,

•

To analyze domain and make sure the domain assumptions are explicit,

•

To enable reuse of the domain knowledge and separate it from the
operational knowledge.

In summary, ontology describes the logical structure of a domain; its concepts and
the relations. Therefore, they should be constructed by a domain expert to guarantee
consistency and accuracy. During the construction, it should be kept in mind that
ontologies should be open, dynamic, scalable, interoperable, and easily maintained
[76].

3.5 Fuzzy Logic
When we move towards the information era, human knowledge becomes
increasingly important. For many practical systems, the origin of important
information can be classified into two categories: the ones coming from human
sources who describe their information in natural languages, and sensory
measurements working according to physical laws. An important task is to combine
these two types of information, which revealed the need for formulating human
knowledge and finding a way to represent it with a machine readable structure. In
other words, transform human knowledge into a mathematical model [78, 79].
The linguistic terms, like cold, warm, old, young or even some color terms, like red
and yellow, cannot be easily mapped to precise values in digital world. One can
never say that the boundary of old or young is a specific age. Such a sharp
distinction may classify two people into two separate datasets; even they were born
on only one or two adjacent but different days. Similarly, if you draw a crisp
boundary for the term red, where as a color having value slightly under the limit is
named as red, the other being slightly over is classified as another name, even
human eyes cannot catch the difference. As a result, since the real world is too
complicated for precise descriptions to be obtained, the information humans
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exposed and inferred are blurred, vague and confusing. Covering also uncertain and
incomplete information, Dr.Lotfi Zadeh proposed the idea of fuzzy logic, using his
earlier study over fuzzy sets [78]. In this study, to handle the partial truth and
linguistic variables, an extended version of boolean logic is introduced, covering
approximations as well as precise values.
Although the fuzzy systems theory operates on vague, uncompleted and blurred
information, the theory itself is very precise. Fuzzy systems are precisely defined
and completely deterministic, what makes them applicable to a wide variety of
fields ranging from databases, signal processing and expert systems to computer
software, pattern recognition, communication, etc. However, the most significant
applications have concentrated on control problems.
The fuzzy theory covers a wide range of theories and techniques. The core
technique is base on four basic concepts:
•

Fuzzy Sets: sets with smooth boundaries, which are generalized version of
classical set, allowing partial membership,

•

Linguistic Variables: variables whose values are both qualitatively and
quantitatively described by a fuzzy set,

•

Possibility Distributions: constraints on the value of a linguistic variable
imposed by assigning it a fuzzy set,

•

Fuzzy IF-THEN Rules: a knowledge representation scheme for describing
a functional mapping or a logic formula that generalizes an implication in
two-valued logic.

Since, the semantic meaning of data is what you understand from it, thus very
subjective, it is very difficult to express this knowledge with precise values.
Therefore, to support linguistic terms in proposed model and handle fuzzy
information in developed architecture, fuzzy processors are utilized in core database
module.
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3.6 Java Media Framework
Java Media Framework (JMF) is a java library that allows developers to embed
time-based multimedia data controllers (audio, video, etc.) into cross-platform Java
multimedia applications. JMF can capture, play, stream and transcode multimedia
objects. It offers some optional performance packages for platform specific
functions.
JMF supports lots of media types; such as AVI, MIDI, MPEG-1 Video, MPEG
Layer II Audio, QuickTime, and Wave. It also has supports for many codec.
Although they are limited, the support for RTSP and RTP enable JMF to stream
multimedia data over internet. It works fully compatible with java applets and
JavaWS applications, what makes it a common multimedia processor alternative for
web based applications.
A JMF player been is developed in the scope of this study. Various multimedia
control facilities (play a pre-determined portion of video, select a region or regions
on a frame, display a single frame/image etc.) are accomplished using this bean.

3.7 DB4O
3.7.1 Using Object-Oriented Database Management Systems
In object-oriented (OO) programming paradigm, usually, storing and accessing
objects are the bottle neck of the system. While developing with an OO language, if
you use relational database management systems (RDBMS), complex data
relations, in other words multiple cross-references can result in complicated and
difficult-to-maintain code [80]. Most of the time, you have to write object-torelational mapping code for storing objects in RDBMS. Similarly, when an object is
to be retrieved from relational database, since objects and their properties are
usually stored in a normalized form, hence distributed in various fields, a group of
time consuming retrieve and assemble functions are to be executed. Also, when
dynamic class structures are used as in agile development environment, for each
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minor modification, you may have to change the schema and alter some queries to
handle schema change.

(a) Message Viewing

(b) Loading Material

(c) Displaying and Region Selection

Figure 3-4 JMFPlayer Bean Interface

The aim of object-oriented database management systems (OODBMS) is to handle
deficiencies of RDBMSs in object handling approach. Although, in earlier days,
some object-relational database systems are offered for handling objects in
relational approach, they could not reach the compactness and convenient usage of
OODMSs. Since objects exist as whole entities in database, storing, retrieving and
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accessing to them, can be executed with single calls in OODBMSs, even they have
compound structures or parent-child hierarchies.
"Using tables to store objects is like driving your car home and then disassembling
it to put it in the garage. It can be assembled again in the morning, but one
eventually asks whether this is the most efficient way to park a car." [81]

(a)

(b)

Figure 3-5 Object storing behaviors: (a) RDBMS (b) OODBMS

3.7.2 What is DB4O?
DB4O is an open-source object-oriented database, providing a strong integration
with object-oriented programming languages, like Java, .Net and MONU. As in
OODBMSs, it eliminates the translation code which most OO developers should
deal with. It provides high performance, cross platform, simple and easy-to-manage
store and access environment. By using DB4O, there is no need to design an
additional database schema since the class model becomes the database schema of
application.
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3.8 JESS
Jess [82], a library used for developing intelligent systems, called Expert Systems,
is developed by Ernest Friedman-Hill at Sandia National Labs. It was first written in
late 1995. It is a rule engine for Java platform that supports development of rulebased expert systems, which are set of rules that can be fired on a collection of
facts/rules. It is inspired from another expert system shell, CLIPS [83], and entirely
written in Java. Therefore, all java libraries and Java APIs are visible inside Jess,
which makes it more dynamic and extensible than CLIPS.
Since being written in java, Jess can easily be embedded into the applications
developed with java technology. If system logic is expressed with some kind of
rules written using its own language or XML, Jess can process them like an
interpreter. These rules can do anything that the Java programming language can
do.
Expert systems require extensive pattern matching workforce during their
execution; check first rule against the known facts in the knowledge base, fire that
rule if necessary, move to the next rule and execute these steps until end of all rules,
and loop back to first rule when finished. For even moderate sized rules and facts
knowledge bases, this naive approach performs too slowly.
Jess uses an enhanced version of the Rete [84] algorithm to process rules. Rete,
which was designed to speed up the pattern matching problem, is a very efficient
algorithm for solving difficult many-to-many matching problem. Although, speed
of JESS theoretically independent from the number of rules in the system, since it is
designed to utilize memory for increased speed, in very big expert systems, this
algorithm tends to run into memory consumption problems.
There is also a JESS extension, written with the fuzzy library FuzzyJ toolkit in Java,
enables fuzzy rules to be used in JESS. A sample for a fuzzy rule can be:
If the weather is not so hot, operate air conditioner rarely.
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Like any typical rule engine, Jess architecture consists of a rule/knowledge base, an
inference engine and a working memory. Agenda component decides the checking
order of rules in inference engine and Pattern Matcher component determine which
rules to fire.

Figure 3-6 JESS Architecture

3.9 Web Services
Web service is a self contained, self describing, modular application that can be
located, published, and invoked across the Web. From simple requests to very
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complicated business processes and transactions, web services can perform various
functions. It is a software system, designed to support interoperable machine-tomachine interaction over a network. It has an interface described in a machineprocessable format (specifically WSDL). Once a Web service is deployed, other
applications (and other Web services) can discover and invoke the deployed service
in a manner prescribed by its description using SOAP messages, typically conveyed
using HTTP with an XML serialization in conjunction with other Web-related
standards. [85]
Since all major operating system (OS) platforms can access Web using browsers, an
interaction between these different platforms is inevitable. Web services are built
around the XML technology and with HTTP standard that they can be used by any
browser on any platform. They provide a standard means of interoperating between
different software applications, running on a variety of platforms and/or
frameworks.
Main elements of Web Service platform are:
•

SOAP, Simple Object Access Protocol; an XML based communication
protocol and language independent format for exchanging messages via
internet,

•

UDDI, Universal Description, Discovery and Integration; a directory of web
service interfaces described by WSDL and used for storing information
about web services

•

WSDL, Web Services Description Language; an XML based language that
describes and locates web services.

The architecture of web services is given in Figure 3-7.
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Figure 3-7 Web Service Architecture [85]
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CHAPTER 4
INTELLIGENT FUZZY OBJECTORIENTED MULTIMEDIA DATABASE
There are database management systems that support multimedia objects by some
add-ons or extensions. Although these systems are capable of storing and fetching
multimedia materials according to their textual definitions, they are far away from
satisfying user requests such as semantic querying and efficient retrieval of
multimedia data. In this thesis, an intelligent fuzzy object-oriented multimedia
database framework (IFooMMD) that is capable of performing complex and
similarity based operations as well as basic input and retrieval functions, specialized
for multimedia objects is proposed.
A complete multimedia database framework should be able to extract semantic
information, in other words, annotate entities such as concepts, objects, actors and
events; store these entities, and retrieve them whenever required in an efficient way.
Since the focus of this study is to build a fuzzy object-oriented database architecture
for handling multimedia materials, in this chapter, the proposed semantic data
model and the conceptual framework architecture are briefly explained.
Implementation details are presented in following chapter.

4.1 The IFooMMD Conceptual Data Model
Conceptual data model is one of the core concepts in multimedia database design.
Functionalities of systems are determined according to the used conceptual data
model. Existing data models are not qualified to support some required
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functionalities of multimedia materials; such as storing, indexing, retrieving and
accessing these types of data. Therefore, a conceptual data model for multimedia
objects is presented in this section.
As stated in previous chapters, multimedia objects contain huge amount of
information that exist in complex and compound structures. Being in various forms
and the diversity of semantic contents, make it difficult to model multimedia
materials. Therefore, in this study, multimedia materials are categorized as: visual
materials, audial materials and textual materials. Since their structures differ from
each other, they should be analyzed separately.
Besides being huge and in compound form, distinctive features of multimedia data
are; having various types of data in different formats, being lack of a standard
structure, carrying spatial and temporal characteristics, and insufficiency of textual
descriptions. All these features and the diversity of potentially available information
make it difficult to express precise queries, because, the uncertainty is an inevitable
and natural property of multimedia objects.
The most popular query types in conventional information retrieval systems are
existence queries, that is, query definition is exact and all the results acquired
exactly satisfy the query conditions. On the other hand, usually, we can only find
the best match to the query predicates in multimedia information retrieval side; in
most situations, even an exact match does not exist. In addition, due to the foggy
ideas they have about the searched entities, it is not always easy for users to express
their requests precisely. So, when developing a multimedia information system, the
uncertainty must be considered in all steps of development.
In conceptual data models, entities and relations are completely defined. Therefore,
in such a model concerning multimedia data, semantic entities; objects, events and
the relations of entities should clearly be defined. Besides the hierarchical structure
of these entities, since some multimedia data types contain time-specific
components, temporal segmentation of such data gain importance in conceptual
data modeling.
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In many studies [9, 13, 18, 29], authors utilize a well-known temporal segmentation
for visual materials having time information; shot-scene-sequence approach [Figure
4-1]. The smallest temporal segments, shots, are defined as the minimal group of
adjacent frames, stating a continuous action and having images from the same area,
therefore, contain some common low-level features. Related shots, happening in the
same time and place constitutes scenes, and semantically closer neighboring scenes,
which make up a continuous story when assembled, built sequences. Video objects
are composed of these sequences.
Temporal segmentation is important also for event definitions in videos. Although
objects can be extracted from a single frame or image, since events contain
temporal information, a group of continuous frames, at least shots are required for
an event definition in visual materials. Events are bounded with a single or a few
contiguous shots in many studies.
For image objects among visual types, a spatial segmentation may be applied for
partitioning images into smaller granularities in space dimension. If a meaningful
spatial segmentation is applied using some low-level features, as in study [2], some
regions may directly be mapped into objects easily.
Only temporal segmentation is considered for audial objects, since they lack of
visual components. Object extraction as well as event detection from audial objects
requires a temporal segmentation, since minimum meaningful parts of audio objects
have time-components. In many studies [86-88], a conceptual segmentation and
classification is applied for partitioning audial materials. Audio objects are
segmented into audio segments and audio samples. Also, these segments are usually
classified into silence, environmental sounds, harmonic sounds, speech and their
combinations. Since audio samples indicate a simple value for a specific time, audio
segments are used for object and event boundaries.
A structural partitioning approach for textual materials is paragraph-sentence-word
segmentation. Since time and spatial information is bound into textual materials,
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this type of division can be considered as temporal or spatial segmentation. Objects
and events are extracted from textual materials using words or word-groups.
All these partitioning approaches, temporal and spatial segmentation, are useful for
easy modeling and associating semantic contents with the physical portions of
multimedia data.

(a) Temporal Segmentation

(b) Spatial Segmentation

Figure 4-1 Segmentation of Visual Multimedia Objects
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(a) Audial Object Segmentation

(b) Textual Object Segmentation

Figure 4-2 Segmentation of Audial and Textual Multimedia Objects

There are semantic relations between multimedia entities that should be considered
when modeling semantic information in multimedia materials. These relations and
interactions, in which objects have different semantic roles, are called as events. An
object may perform an active or passive role in events. In a scenario, containing
several events, an object, being an actor in some events, can share the victim role,
or be the affected one in some other events. In studies [10, 13, 29], objects, playing
active role are named as actors of events. In addition to type, time and place
information, the roles objects playing distinguish events from each other.
Beside object-event relationships, there may be object-object and event-event
relations between these semantic entities. Usually, object-object relationships
include spatial relations, and event-event relationships include temporal
interactions. Event–sub-event relations, which represents a temporal hierarchy
between events or a whole-part relation of events, can be handled with event-event
relation definitions.
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Figure 4-3 Object-Event Relations and Association Classes

Based on earlier studies [13, 29], semantic content relations with temporal
segmentation hierarchy of multimedia entities are modeled in an object-oriented
approach and a generic fuzzy conceptual model for multimedia data covering
visual, audial and textual object types is given in Figure 4-4, using the extended
UML [11, 13, 28]. This model does not restricted to any domain and domain
specific entities can easily be derived by extending object and event classes. In the
following empirical study chapter, news domain specific objects and events are
created and briefly explained.

4.2 The IFooMMD Architecture
Today’s almost all operating systems support exchanging information over Internet.
Therefore, web based applications gain importance since they provide a standard
means of interoperating between different software applications, running on
different platforms.
When the variety of production and consumption environments of multimedia data
is considered, the need for an adaptive infrastructure for manipulating these
distributed data becomes clearer. Moreover, since researchers, usually focusing on a
small sub-area of multimedia related issues, have their work operable on only some
specific platforms due to some platform dependent external tools they used, the
necessity of platform independent infrastructure for handling multimedia data is
revealed. Therefore, a web based thin client multimedia database architecture is
designed and proposed in the scope of this study.
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44
Figure 4-4 The Generic Conceptual Multimedia Data Model

The overall view of proposed system, requirements and detailed information about
whose sub-modules are explained in subsequent sections, is given in Figure 4-5. A
component-oriented

approach

is

followed

and

a

standart

XML

based

communication method is recommended for interaction between the components of
the architecture, as well as between client and server of the system.
In the IFooMMD architecture, a semantic information extractor, a high-dimensional
index structure and an intelligent database components are tightly coupled through a
coordinator structure that provides interoperability. Information is provided from
semantic content extractor, stored in intelligent database component with uncertain
properties, and effiently retrieved using the index structure specialized for
multimedia data. The coordinater is responsible for providing the interoperability
between these components to achive multimedia data management. Besides, since
the interaction with the client side is established via corrdinator, it can be assumed
as the interface of the system, to the outer environment.
In the client side of the architecture, a light-weight, thin client application structure
is suggested, such as browsers or mobile applications. Since results of queries may
contain audial and visual objects, it should be able to process audio-visual materials
as well as textual results. Due to difficulties in constructing multimedia data
queries, the client should have user-firiendly interfaces for building visual queries.
In following sections, the requirements and detailed explanations of each
submodule, including coordinator structure is presented.

4.2.1 Semantic Information Extractor
In the conceptual data model proposed in previous sections, semantic entities that
can be found in the multimedia data and their relations are provided. The semantic
entities in the conceptual model; objects and events are abstract classes, and should
be inherited by the domain specific entities while realizing the model. Thus,
semantic contents in multimedia materials can be expressed with real world domain
specific entities. This approach revealed the need for finding and extracting
semantic entities from multimedia data, which is another challenging research area.
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Figure 4-5 IFooMMD Architecture

Although there are studies offering information extraction methods from whole
gobs of data, whatever the data type is, raw multimedia data should be segmented
into small granularities to make them available for easy processing. Considering
their complex and hybrid structure, it can be said that a partitioning approach in
time and space dimension is inevitable for multimedia objects.
Temporal segmentation is required for data types containing time component, that is
to say, video and audio data. Mostly used temporal segmentation approach, shotscene-sequence, is offered in the proposed model. In literature, there exist various
studies, offering algorithms and tools for dividing data in means of smaller time
units. Among these studies, the most popular one, IBM MPEG-7 Annotation Tool
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[72], is used in many studies for temporal segmentation of audio-visual materials,
since it supports MPEG-7 specifications.
Although the smallest temporal segment is shot for audio data, frame is the smallest
temporal granularity for video objects, which can also be represented with another
type of multimedia data; image. In addition to one step further segmentation in time
dimension, a spatial segmentation can be applied for images to small down the
granularity in space dimension. Also for textual data types, the process of dividing
text into meaningful units, such as words, word-groups, sentences or paragraphs can
be considered as spatial segmentation, since time information usually does not exist
for this type of materials.
There exist many spatial segmentation algorithms and tools, which segment images
using a fixed width segmentation approach or partition images according to their
color, shape and texture distribution. Since shape or color distributions are mostly
variable in object types, algorithms usually over-segments images and produce
some wrong or irrelevant piece of segments, resulting in the need for some further
issues to eliminate or combine these parts [Figure 4-6]. Similarly, for textual
materials, a group of words are needed to be combined to extract objects or events
from them.
The next step in detecting semantic entities should be extraction of low-level
features from images or segmented image chunks. MPEG-7 technology offers many
descriptors for audio and video data. Although, feature extraction is out the scope of
MPEG–7 specifications, due to some interoperability issues, it specifies extraction
process at some degree. Any low-level feature extracted according to these
specifications can be used in object detection. The MPEG Reference Software [71]
(eXperimental Model (XM)), one of the featured low-level feature extraction tools,
is utilized in many studies [2, 46, 69]. Besides extracting low-level features of
multimedia materials, it is capable of calculating distance values for low-level
features, which is usually used in similarity search approaches.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4-6 An Over-segmentation Sample, (a) Sample Image, (b) Segment Boundaries, (c) A
Candidate Object, Obtained by Combining a Group of Over-segmented Parts

Low-level features should be mapped to high-level information in order to find
semantic contents. Since this mapping cannot be defined as one-to-one relation and
high-level entities usually have subjective and uncertain information where as lowlevel features are defined by crisp values, the semantic gap between them is another
problem that should be solved in semantic information extraction step. Since no
direct mapping is available, an intelligent and learning approach should be used.
Neural networks, learning-based algorithms, rule-based solutions and classification
methods are proposed for bridging semantic gap between low-level features and
high-level semantics. Independent from the computation type, usually, the assigned
weights of low-level features are used in calculations. For each semantic entity,
assigning some representative values to low-level features is required. A general
solution, assigning fix-weights for all entities may tend to produce wrong mappings,
since the representation degree of low-level features for different objects may
differs. For instance, whereas, only the color information may be sufficient for
extracting sea object, shape information is more important while finding a ball.
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Both shape and color features gain importance when a glowing sun is in
consideration.
Temporal and spatio-temporal relations of objects, samples of which are given in
Figure 4-7, constitute another type of semantic content; events, which should also
be detected in semantic information extraction step. Since this type of contents have
time components, granularity in any level of temporal segmentation can be used in
detection scheme. Usually, the boundaries of events are defined using the borders of
shots or a group of shots. In certain cases, even scenes are used in defining the
duration of an event.
Being not valid for audial objects, event extraction from visual material is mostly
based on pre-existing objects. The spatial relations of objects and the positional
changes

(trajectory

information)

in

time

dimension,

namely

temporal

characteristics, provide information used in defining events. With the detection of
these behaviors, rule based approaches, classification methods, ontology or any
deduction or inference methodologies can be used in event detection. Therefore,
event extraction is a complementary operation in semantic information extraction
process, which should be performed after object annotation step.
Obtaining semantic entities from audio data is different from acquiring these
contents from visual materials, in that, object entities are inferred using events in
audial materials, whereas, usually events are detected according to movements or
positional relations of objects in video data. Therefore, events should be annotated
before deducting objects from audial materials.
After temporal segmentation of audio data into audioshots, usually some filters are
applied for removing or reducing noise signals. Particularly, smoothing filters
truncate momentarily peaks or environmental background sounds, which may cause
faulty decisions.
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(a) Spatial distribution of objects in a free-kick event

(b) A ball trajectory in a goal event

Figure 4-7 Sample Spatial and Temporal Relations for Event Detection

Low-level features of clean audio signal should be extracted to be processed in
event classifiers. The MPEG Reference Software (XM) may be utilized for
obtaining these features also from audial objects as from visual data. For obtaining
events from audio signals, the obtained low-level features are classified using
feature characteristics of events. Several rule based or model-based approaches can
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be applied in classification steps; Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), Hidden Markov
Model (HMM), Support Vector Machines (SVM) as well as Neural Networks (NN)
or fixed thresholds.
Some specific information as well as crisp object instances can be obtained from
textual materials. Using a structural segmentation, textual data is partitioned into
words and word-groups. Objects can be detected by examining these textual
segments using special dictionaries. Also, rule based methods can be applied for
obtaining some detailed information in this step; such as time, location information
and particular properties of objects. To detect events and concepts, usually,
frequencies of words and word-groups are calculated and some statistical or rule
based methods are utilized.

4.2.2 Database Architecture
4.2.2.1 Multimedia Data and Databases
Multimedia data and semantic entities inside are different from the primitive data
types, like textual or numerical types, in the way that they require a large amount of
memory and disk storage. In traditional databases, this kind of information, in other
words, compound objects having high-dimensional information are mostly stored in
binary large objects (BLOBs) as a whole (Figure 4-8) and the content of these
objects are usually left out of the database concern. In certain cases, some
cataloging information for this kind of objects, such as authors, subjects, and rarely,
textual definitions of contents are defined in other fields to allow querying this data,
in a manner restricted to those fields.
BLOB fields in traditional databases contain large amount of data, therefore, long
and nested transactions in terms of access and retrieval time is inevitable. Although
some commercial systems enable indexing and accessing the content of these data,
using some linear scanning methods, this field is not specialized for such
operations. Even when the contents inside these fields are extracted, with relational
approach, a time consuming object-relational mapping is required at storing or
retrieving step, due to some normalization issues. In order to cope with all the above
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considerations, using an object-oriented database system is the best alternative to
traditional relational approach for managing multimedia data.

Figure 4-8 A BLOB Field Representation in Traditional Databases

Since multimedia data contain great amount of complex information that exist in
compound and hybrid form, automated semantic information extraction systems are
mostly not able to extract all the entities and the relations between them, posing a
risk for loss of some possible important information. But, manual methods for
extracting information from multimedia data are limited and subjective to user.
Therefore, obtaining information from pre-existing data, that is to say, using
deduction and inference methods for information extraction is indispensable for
multimedia databases.
Intelligent systems require an interoperable use of database and knowledge base
systems [30]. Rule-based approaches or knowledge-base mechanisms can be
employed to enrich and improve extracted information, and add a level of
intelligence to multimedia database systems. In addition to obtain additional
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semantic information, these inference methods may be utilized to fulfill the
semantic gap between low-level features and high-level concepts. The inference
system, to be used in multimedia databases, should be able to process fuzzy
information besides accurate ones and should also be able to infer both certain and
uncertain results whenever possible.
IFOOD [30], an intelligent information management system, offers an efficient
interaction between database and knowledge base technologies. By integrating a
fuzzy object-oriented database and a fuzzy knowledge base, IFOOD is able to
handle fuzzy object management with the assist of knowledge base inference
capabilities. Therefore, in the proposed infrastructure, an IFOOD based database
architecture is suggested.

4.2.2.2 Intelligent Fuzzy Object-Oriented Database
IFOOD [30] is an intelligent information management system architecture, based on
coupling a fuzzy object-oriented database (FOOD) with a fuzzy knowledge base
(FKB).
In the IFOOD system, object and storage management is handled by FOOD
module. The logical model, used in this module, is firstly proposed in [89] and able
to represent imprecise information that might occur in complex objects. The
uncertainty is handled at tree levels: attribute level, object/class and
class/superclass levels. Domain objects, relations and membership functions are
stored in this module.
Domain knowledge is represented by rules and a rule engine checks each rule for a
set of facts in order to decide whether to fire the rule or not. In the IFOOD system,
knowledge management is administrated by FKB, which has fuzzy inference
capabilities to handle fuzzy rules.
Both FOOD and FKB modules use fuzzy processors for uncertainty. All the fuzzy
membership functions, object/class and class/superclass membership degrees are
calculated using fuzzy processors.
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A bridge is utilized for managing communication and interaction between the
FOOD system and FKB. In addition to provide interoperability, it is used as an
abstraction layer and entry point for user requests. Bridge is the organizer while
processing user requests, in evaluation time.
As this architecture enables users to define entities and relations, create fuzzy rules,
and query the system with uncertain predicates, it is a candidate database
architecture for multimedia frameworks. The proposed architecture of IFOOD is
given in Figure 4-9.

Figure 4-9 IFOOD Architecture

4.2.3 High-Dimensional Index Structure
In previous sections, a conceptual data model for multimedia materials is proposed
and methodologies for detecting and extracting low-level features are presented.
Also, approaches for analyzing low-level features and methods for mapping lowlevel information into high level semantics are briefly explained. In addition,
storage requirements, the importance of employing knowledge-bases and the
necessity of using an object-oriented database structure with fuzzy additions are
presented. In other words, objects and events are detected and extracted from raw
multimedia data, and stored so far.
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The next important advance in developing a database for multimedia material is
finding an efficient way of indexing, querying, and accessing to them. Since the
choice of index is correlated with the contents and query types frequently executed,
besides high-dimensional characteristics, multimedia data types and the properties
of semantic information that can be obtained from these materials should be in
consideration.
In multimedia databases, since the information is not atomic and has an
unformatted, hybrid structure, it is mostly difficult for users to express their queries
in formal query forms. Blurred ideas about the searched content and difficulties in
expressing fuzzy linguistic terms in structured query languages brought the queryby-example type of content based queries in consideration. Since exact match is not
possible in most situations, closeness or similarity searches gain importance in such
queries.
Content based retrieval, particularly query-by-example type search, is a difficult
task to be accomplished in multimedia databases. Although the semantic content of
stored multimedia data has already been extracted before, there is no clue about the
information inside the given example image. Also, since some level of information
is truncated as an inevitable result of mapping low level features into high level
concepts, it is usually impractical to use high-level information in similarity
searches. Therefore, a way of comparing low-level features of the searched example
image with the ones stored in database and deciding the similarity degrees for each
object is needed. Since a lossless way of remapping high-level concepts down to
low-level features is not exists, all levels of information, obtained in the extraction
step of semantic entities should be preserved for latter use in similarity searches.
Multi-dimensionality is the natural feature of multimedia data and semantic entities
extracted from them. Indeed, high-dimensionality should be mentioned for
multimedia materials since they have hundreds of features and properties of features
that can be used to express them. Even just for low-level features, there are many
descriptors defined in MPEG-7 specifications, most of which have more than a half-
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hundred dimension. Unfortunately, when the dimension of the data increases,
performance of multi-dimensional index structures decreases, usually called the
curse of dimensionality.
Where high-dimensionality is in consideration, most index structures become
extremely inefficient because the number of nodes increases exponentially and a
simple linear scan of all objects is typically faster than using an index structure.
Also, most high-dimensional index algorithms face the problem of indexing large
volumes of empty space [55]. Therefore, storing and efficiently retrieving
multimedia data requires an index structure, capable of handling such huge
dimensions of multimedia objects, as well as their low-level features.
To overcome the drawback mentioned above, an index structure, specialized for
multimedia data, even supporting MPEG-7 specifications and capable of handling
low-level features is required. Since high-dimensional indexing methods are based
on the principle of hierarchical clustering of the data or search space, it should be
able to build a cluster hierarchy on the top of data nodes. Due to its bad effects on
processing queries, the index structure should minimize overlaps between directory
and leaf nodes, since they increase the number of paths to be traversed for accessing
data nodes in tree based approaches. To be used for multimedia materials, the index
structure must be appropriate for similarity searches, which is the most meaningful
query type used for audio-visual objects.

4.2.4 Coordinator Component
The coordinator structure is responsible for setting up interoperability between
components of the architecture. Flow of the communication is arranged with this
component. Also, as an interface to outer environment, the interaction between
client and server components is established via coordinator component.
When the variety of researches on different platforms about multimedia is
considered, to support different types of components developed in different
environments and platforms, the coordinator should be flexible and extendible, what
makes the IFooMMD architecture more scalable. The realized structure of the
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coordinator should be easily manageable, since minor modifications are usually
required for integration of components.
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CHAPTER 5
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSED
SYSTEM
In previous chapter, a conceptual data model and a database architecture for
managing multimedia data are proposed. The empirical study on the whole
framework and implementation details of integration are presented in this chapter.
In the scope of this thesis, a server framework which tightly couples some fuzzy
multimedia database modules and a prototype client application for test purposes
are implemented. Server framework and the prototype are developed using Java
programming language and news domain is selected for the proof of concept. Also,
because of the reason they comprised lots of the multimedia object types (such as
image, audio, text, temporal and spatial events), in this study, most of the
experiments are executed over video objects.
In the first section of this chapter, details, related with overall implementation are
explained. The next section gives brief information about the integration process.
For ease of understandability of the whole architecture, following section is
reserved for clarification of workflows for possible multimedia database operations
in our architecture, such as object creation, insertion, querying and retrieval. The
development steps of event ontology and operations of web services, implemented
for interoperability with other systems are explained in last section.
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5.1 Overall Implementation Details
There are three main components in IFooMMD architecture; Core Database
Component, Semantic Information Extractor Component and an Index Component,
information about each of which is given in previous chapter. Since each
component, and even some inner sub-components of IFooMMD architecture is a
research area itself, in the implementation phase, some pre-existing researches are
integrated over the skeletons of coordinator structure of the architecture.
One of the coupled study, [13], proposes a conceptual data model for video
materials, as well as a video database framework, based on the IFOOD architecture
[30]. In addition, an index structure specialized for handling low-level features of
multimedia data is presented in [69]. Using a native XML database to store lowlevel features of video shots, it utilizes an approximation methodology and
implements BitMatrix index structure. A Genetic Algorithm (GA) based object
extraction methodology [2] and a domain independent ontology-based event
detection studies are the other modules, coupled in realization stage of the proposed
architecture. These studies are adapted to the IFooMMD architecture and gathered
into an interoperable form using the coordinator servlet interfaces.
In the implementation steps, all the development is carried out in a web based
manner on Java environment using the interface layers of each module,
implemented as java servlets for this study, in a component-oriented approach. In
each step, an extendible, platform independent and rather simple system is aimed.
In the IFooMMD architecture, MPEG-7 technology and usage of low-level features
described in MPEG-7 specifications are recommended. Although any of low-level
features can be adapted to the system, only four of MPEG-7 features are utilized in
this implementation; Color Layout (CL), Dominant Color (DC), Edge Histogram
(EH) and Region Shape (RS), detailed information about which is given in
background knowledge chapter. These features are extracted by Semantic
Information

Extractor

Component

using
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MPEG-7

reference

software

(eXperimentation Model, XM), and both object annotator and index modules
benefit from resulting information.
During the realization of the system, in addition to the server framework, a
prototype client application is implemented. Query interfaces of client application
are formed at runtime according to an XML document, defining domain and
semantic entity information. Therefore, domain modifications or changes in server
framework require very few modifications for prototype client application.
Since the proposed IFooMMD architecture recommends using XML based
communication methods, interaction between server and client instances is
established using both XML and HTTP messaging standards. Therefore, any other
client application can easily connect to the server framework and use the
implemented sample multimedia database framework so long as they satisfy the
requirements of messaging protocol. Due to minimized communication messages
between client and server framework, the implemented system can also be used in
mobile systems. For interoperability with other systems, some web services are also
developed and presented.
Although the offered IFooMMD architecture is platform independent, some
external tools, utilized in the implementation of object annotation module, force
semantic information extractor component of server framework to be in Windows
environment. Platform independence may be gained by replacing these WindowsSticky external tools with platform independent equivalents.
In the following sections, brief information about coupled modules is presented in
the order of integration.

5.1.1 Core Database Module
In study [13], a conceptual data model for video data and a video database system,
based on the IFOOD architecture, is proposed. Since this study has common
properties with the database component of IFooMMD architecture, employ a
temporal segmentation approach, use similar semantic entities and handle
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uncertainty in all data related levels, it is adapted and utilized in the database
structure component of proposed IFooMMD study.
In the proposed data model, in order to support uncertain data and represent video
specific properties, UML is utilized and extended by introducing some special
structures. The extended UML is capable of representing uncertainty at the
attribute, object/class and class/subclass levels as defined in FOOD [31] model.
For handling attribute level uncertainty, tree new types are defined; UT_nu for null
data type, UT_in for incomplete data type and UT_fy for fuzzy data type. For
uncertain attributes;
<attribute_name> : <type> <range> <relevance>
syntax is used.
For object/class level uncertainty, which refers to partial memberships of objects to
their class(es), a U notation is used for fuzzy objects and an objectMShip variable is
introduced for representing the inclusion values of objects to their class(es).
Uncertainty at class/subclass level, which defines the membership degrees of
classes to their superclass(es), is handled by introducing a fuzzy relationship
constructor using an F notation, and a classSClassMShip variable. Similarly, fuzzy
aggregation and composition relationships are represented with an F capital on
upper side of their symbols.
Besides handling uncertainty, similar semantic entities and relationships are
modeled in conceptual model. Also, a partitioning approach is followed and IBM
Annotation Tool [72] is utilized for temporal segmentation, used for stating
boundaries of events. Spatial segmentation and entity extraction are declared as out
of the scope of research and in prototype application of this study, manual
techniques are employed.
A video database system, based on the IFOOD architecture is also presented in
study [13], the conceptual model of which is given in Figure 5-1. Using IFOOD
architecture, modeling complex and rich semantic content of video data is provided.
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DB4O [81] is used as object-oriented database and a rule engine, JESS [82] is
integrated and some fuzzy inference rules are developed and included in the fuzzy
processor of FKB architecture.

Figure 5-1 Conceptual Model of [13]

5.1.2 Object Annotator Module
A Genetic Algorithm (GA) based object extraction methodology is presented in [2].
In the study, the object extraction process is handled as a categorization problem
and the proposed GA based classifier is used for classification of candidate objects
in image/frame segments. Since it has full support for MPEG-7 specifications and
uses some MPEG-7 descriptors, classifies objects using frame/image segments and
defines objects with the Best Representative and Discriminative Feature (BRDF)
model, this study is utilized in order to meet the object extraction requirements of
the Semantic Information Extractor component in IFooMMD system.
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The architecture of object annotator has four components; key frame extraction
module, segmentation module, feature extraction module, and classification module
[Figure 5-2].
IBM MPEG Annotation Tool [72] is utilized as the key frame extraction component
and important frames of videos are extracted automatically. Prior to feature
extraction and classification steps, N-cut [90] segmentation library is employed in
segmentation module and extracted key frames of video are partitioned spatially
into meaningful granularities. Low-level features of these segments are extracted
using MPEG Reference Software (eXperimental Model, XM) [71] in feature
extraction module and a developed GA-based object classifier is employed in
classification module for making decisions about possible objects. The
classification is performed iteratively, and in each iteration, some neighboring
segments are combined and the new segment is added to the classification queue.
In training phase, to find the best representative object instances for categories,
instead of using the average feature values of training samples, a random set of
feature values is stored, then for each training sample, the relevance of sample
object to object categories is calculated and a genetic algorithm is used to find the
best ranked representative set. This representative set is used in calculating
similarity distances of query objects to the object categories. The system supports
uncertainty and gives fuzzy decisions on the objects, since it is able to make
multiple-categorization with some similarity degrees.

5.1.3 Event/Concept Annotator Module
In [46], a general purpose domain independent ontology based VIdeo Semantic
COntent Model (VISCOM) is introduced. In this model, object definitions, spatial
and temporal relations in event and concept definitions are defined. Various relation
types are declared to describe fuzzy spatio-temporal relations between ontology
classes in order to construct domain ontologies. Besides, domain ontologies are
enriched with rule definitions to lower spatial relation computations and to be able
to define complex events more efficiently.
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Figure 5-2 Object Annotator Components

After determining object, event and concept individuals, spatial relations between
objects and temporal relations between events are decided and individual classes for
each relation are defined. Finally, similarity and role definitions were included and
creating domain ontology is completed by adding a number of domain specific
rules. The classes and relations of VISCOM are given in Figure 5-3.
If used domain ontology allows defining inclusion values for ontology individuals
(objects and all other spatial and temporal individuals) for representing membership
degrees to events, the system may support uncertainty by inferring partial
memberships to defined events.

5.1.4 High-dimensional Index module
Study [69] proposes an index approach for efficient retrieval of videos, based on
low-level features of objects. Using a native XML database to store low-level
features, it utilizes BitMatrix index mechanism. An Ordered Weighted Averaging
(OWA) operator in BitMatrix aggregates features to find final similarity between
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any two objects. Since it supports MPEG-7 Descriptors and capable of handling
such huge dimensions of low-level features, the study is utilized as the Index
Component of server implementation.
Index module utilizes IBM Annotation Tool [72] for shot detection and key frame
extraction, MPEG Reference Software (eXperimental Model, XM) [71] for feature
extraction and a native XML database, Berkeley DB [91] for index and object
storage.

5.2 Coupling Sub-Modules
In this study, a sample implementation of the IFooMMD architecture is presented
by coupling some modules explained in previous section. For integration purpose,
all modules are revised, adapted to IFooMMD architecture and converted into
external libraries to be used as components of the system. Some interface layers are
implemented for each and communication between these modules and the
coordinator is established on these layers.
The first component, integrated into the system is the database module. In this
module, objects are manually created and inserted into database. It supports
executing textual semantic queries over inserted semantic contents. With the
integration of object annotator module, automatic object detection and semiautomatic object creation abilities are added to the system. With the implementation
of an event ontology and integration of event annotator module, the requirements of
Semantic Information Extractor component of IFooMMD architecture is fully
covered and the capabilities of the system is extended to detect and create all the
semantic entities in multimedia materials. Having index module integrated into the
system, efficient data indexing is achieved and retrieval of semantic contents is
accomplished in a human friendlier way using similarity based semantic content
queries as well as traditional text based searches.
Below, integration procedures of each module and solutions to encountered
problems are briefly explained.
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Figure 5-3 VISCOM meta-model

5.2.1 Intelligent Database Component Integration
Core database module study was implemented as an application and manual
selection of objects and events from video frames, creation of corresponding real
entities and providing attributes and properties for these semantic contents are
accomplished using some application interfaces. Since IFooMMD architecture uses
thin client technology, this module needs some modifications to work in web
environment.
In IFooMMD architecture, as a requirement of thin client technology, all the
operational functions are recommended to be executed in server side components
and the supplementary functions, which mostly requires user interactions, are
suggested to be performed on client side applications. To ensure this requirement, in
database module, manual selection and entity creation functions are separated from
each other, modified to work as separate libraries and only the creation of real
semantic entities is performed in server side components, where as manual selection
of object regions and event boundaries, and providing attributes and properties of
these semantic contents are left as client side operations.
In this step, InsertAllNewsDomainObject and InsertAllNewsDomainPerson servlets,
which are responsible for creation of entities derived from object and person types,
are implemented to be used as an interface of server side object create and insertion
operations. Similarly, InsertAllNewsDomainEvent servlet is deployed to get
information of events from client side, and to store them in the database. Also, the
infrastructure of XML based communication channel is constructed and information
messages about objects and events are transferred using this channel.
Although most functionalities of the integrated database module are adapted to the
IFooMMD architecture, it still lacks an automatic detection schema for semantic
entities. The abilities of core database module are enriched by the automatic
semantic entity detection and extraction capabilities of Semantic Information
Extractor component after integration of object and event annotator modules.
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Coupled database module is developed for football domain. The implementation of
IFooMMD architecture in the scope of this thesis is aimed to support news domain.
However, news is a wide domain to be used as proof of concept, and so, some
restrictions are required. The domain is narrowed into four sub-domains:
•

Accident Domain

•

Sports Domain
o Football Domain
o Tennis Domain
o Basketball Domain

•

Weather Report Domain

•

News Report Domain.

The proposed conceptual model is extended to support news domain entities using
the extended UML [13] and all new class definitions and module modifications are
applied to support these new sub-domains. A sample class diagram for a subdomain, sports/football domain, is provided at [Figure 5-4]. While extending the
conceptual model, all previous definitions are preserved and beside inherited
properties, new attributes are added at this step. Also the frame-shot-scene-sequence
approach of proposed model is protected.

5.2.2 Semantic Information Extractor Component Integration
Integrated database module is capable of handling manual entity detection, creation
and insertion functionalities as well as querying these contents using textual
methods. With the integration of Semantic Information Extractor component, the
manual detection capability of the system is improved, and an automatic semantic
entity detection and a semi automatic object and event creation methodology is
assembled into the system.
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Figure 5-4 UML Class Diagram for Sports / Football Domain Semantic Entities

Object and event detection methods differ from each other, in that, raw frame data
is examined for detection of objects, where as pre-existing objects are used for
finding event entities in multimedia materials. Therefore, an object annotator and an
event detector module are integrated to achieve capabilities of proposed Semantic
Information Extractor component. In this association, objects are extracted using
segmented portions of images with object annotator module, and then event
annotator module, collaborated with a domain ontology, detects events according to
the temporal changes in spatial positions and relations of objects. Since event
detection depends on the extracted objects, object annotator module is the first one
to integrate into the system.
Object annotator module has four components; key frame extraction module,
segmentation module, feature extraction module, and classification module. Since
even processing of a short video requires a huge amount of time, and some
components of the object annotator requires user interaction, this module is
modified to work online on web.
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The IFooMMD is a web based architecture. Since thin client technology is
recommended, a lightweight client is considered in implementation. Because key
frame extraction and segmentation functions require user interaction, these
functions of object annotator module are moved to the client side, and feature
extraction and classification operations are left to be executed in the server.
For executing key frame extraction and manual segmentation on client side, a JMF
Player bean is developed for this study. Various multimedia control facilities (load a
material from web, play a pre-determined portion of video, select a region or
regions on a frame, display and select a single frame/image etc.) are accomplished
using this bean.
In object extraction process, the communication between client and server is
established using ObjectAnnotatorServlet, which is implemented in the coordinator
structure and responsible for controlling the flow and format of back-and-forth
messages between client and object annotator modules.
MPEG Reference Software (XM) is utilized in object annotator module for
extracting low-level features of segmented portions in audio-visual multimedia
objects. In classification step, the module uses these features as well as the
segmented piece of images. Since index structure needs these features in rebuilding
phase, annotator module is adjusted to keep all the information, extracted and used
in the classification step, with the annotated objects.
The role of object annotator is extended with the integration of event annotator
module and index component. With the completion of the system, it is used at
object creation, event detection and query execution operations. In object create and
insertion operation, it is used for object classification and extraction of low-level
information, which is also consumed by index mechanism. In similarity based query
retrieval task, the module is used for pre-processing and extracting future
information of given image or frame region. Since event detection is based on
previously annotated objects, the object annotator is also responsible for providing
object information as well as their spatial positions to event annotator.
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Object annotation is not sufficient for multimedia applications. Detecting positional
and dimensional changes of objects, following trajectories of them and deducting
semantic relations between these objects are necessary. Namely, event detection is
also required for covering Semantic Information Extraction requirements of
IFooMMD architecture.
A domain independent, ontology based general event detector is integrated and
adjusted to support requirements of IFooMMD infrastructure. Since the study
proposes only a generic meta-model for extracting event and concepts, a domain
ontology is required for detection of domain specific events.
In the scope of this thesis, a sport/football domain event ontology is implemented to
be used in conjunction with event annotator. In the event ontology, some common
events are defined for detection, such as sidekick, goal and pass events. Detailed
information about developed event ontology is given in latter sections in this
chapter.

5.2.3 Index Component Integration
The last component, integrated into IFooMMD implementation is the index module.
MPEG-7 low-level features, which are extracted by the annotator module and kept
with the objects as parts of them, are used in index structure. Although both index
and object annotation module supports any low-level feature, only four of MPEG-7
descriptors are used in this implementation; Color Layout (CL), Dominant Color
(DC), Edge Histogram (EH) and Region Shape (RS). Therefore, object annotator is
revised to extract only these descriptors and index structure is built using them.
In the original study, Berkeley XMLDB [91] was employed for storing low-level
features in index structure. Since DB4O [81] is utilized as fuzzy object-oriented
database in sample IFooMMD implementation, index module is modified to work
with DB4O and adapted to read low-level information inside each object.
A clustering approach is utilized as majority of multi-dimensional index models do.
Since individual insert operations corrupt clustering scheme, an index rebuild is
required after fragmentation of clusters. Also, since low level information of each
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semantic entity is stored with their objects instead of keeping index structure in
database, a build operation is needed at database startups.
ConstructIndex servlet is developed for triggering an index rebuild event and called
at database startup automatically. Index rebuild operation accesses all objects in the
database, gets desired low-level features, calculates relative distance of objects to
each other and constructs index structure according to these information. Although
it is the most resource consuming operation on databases, insertion mechanism
triggers the index rebuild operation by calling this servlet for each entity insertion,
since index module is not designed to be managed individually and since this bulk
operation lasts in acceptable times.
The main importance of index module arises when executing similarity queries.
Evaluation of similarity search begins at the object annotator module and after
extracting low-level features of the given portion of frame and detecting type of the
possible objects, queryByExample servlet redirects the serialized features to index
module. The adapted version of index module is able to attain query string as
serialized low-level features. After processing given low level information, and
found cluster or clusters that similar object may reside, index module calculates
closeness of stored objects to the given features and returns the candidate objects in
the order of similarity degree. After fusing results, coming from index module with
the ones inferred according to the classification information of object annotator,
they are presented to the client.

5.2.4 Implementation of the Coordinator Component
Considering the recommendations of IFooMMD architecture that the coordinator
component should be implemented in a flexible and extensible structure, it is
developed in a web based manner, using servlet instances. Even the interaction of
inter-components is based on web based communications, allowing remote
components in other environments to be integrated easily and tightly.
Since the coordinator component is the interface of the architecture to the outer
world, some web services are also implemented for enabling other systems benefit
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from the IFooMMD system. A list of servlet interfaces, implemented in the scope of
this study is given in Table 3. Detailed information about web services is given in
subsequent sections in this chapter.

Table 3 Coordinator Structure Sub-Components

Domain
Insert Servlets

Query Servlets

Helper Function
Servlets

Servlet Name
InsertAllNewsVideoDomainObject
All Domains
InsertAllNewsVideoDomainPerson
InsertAllNewsVideoDomainEvent
SearchNewsReportObject
News Report
SearchNewsReportPerson
SearchNewsReportEvent
SearchAccidentObject
Accident
SearchAccidentPerson
SearchAccidentEvent
SearchWeatherReportObject
Weather Report
SearchWeatherReportPerson
SearchWeatherReportEvent
SearchFootballObject
Football
SearchFootballPerson
SearchFootballEvent
SearchBasketballObject
Spor
Basketball SearchBasketballPerson
SearchBasketballEvent
SearchTennisObject
Tennis
SearchTennisPerson
SearchTennisEvent
ConstructorServlet
ObjectAnnotatorServlet
All Domains
ImageFeatureQueryServlet
InsertVideo

.
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5.2.5 A View from Whole Architecture
A view from composed architecture, after integration processes, is given in Figure
5-5. The architecture supports extracting semantic information automatically,
enables storing semantic content with their fuzzy attributes and allows query-byexample type queries using an efficient high-dimensional index structure.

Figure 5-5 A View from Implemented IFooMMD Architecture
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5.3 Client Application
The integration process is realized in a component-oriented approach. Testing was
necessary during all steps of integration. Since the proposed IFooMMD architecture
recommends usage of thin client technology, a prototype client application is
necessary for test and development purposes.
Development of client application is started with the integration of first module.
With each coupled module, client application is adapted for testing the functionality
and the interoperability of new component with other modules. In order to provide
platform independency, the main flow of the client application is developed using
java language and Java Web Start (JavaWS) technology. Using JavaWS keeps users
away from complex installation steps and enables version control procedures, thus,
provides a rapid and easy web development environment for the prototype
application.

Figure 5-6 A Sample Screenshot from Client Application
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In order to provide a single access point and to hide the underlying details, there are
user interfaces both for semantic entity creation and query facilities in the prototype
client application. The main view of the client application is given in Figure 5-6.
There are three main parts in client application; query builder, result fetcher and
video player.
The main functionality of the application is controlled from query builder, the part
that resides at the upper side of client application. Textual and similarity based
queries are built using the interfaces on these part. Also, object and event annotation
functions are invoked from relevant interfaces in this part.
Result fetcher is responsible for sending the constructed query to the server and
receiving the results coming from coordinator of the architecture. The status of the
query, error messages and resulting semantic objects are displayed in this part
[Figure 5-7].
JMFPlayer bean, developed for this study for displaying visual materials, is also
used in the video player part of client application. Details and capabilities of the
bean are previously explained with some figures in Chapter 3. Whenever possible,
result of the query is displayed in this part.
Since multimedia data usually exists in huge sizes, transferring resulting objects
from server to client may cause problems in slow connections. Wherever lesser
quality data provides hi-speed transfer rates, but worse object classification
performance, higher quality visual data slows-down the system, but ensures high
accuracy in object classification. Therefore an ability to select network speed for
image quality is added to the client application. Also for debugging and testing
purposes, a logger and debugger is implemented for the client application.
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(a) A query is being executed

(b) Results of a query

Figure 5-7 Query Results Section of Client Application

Client application provides following four capabilities; executing text based
retrieval, extracting and inserting semantic objects, detecting events and performing
query-by-example type queries. Detailed information about each capability and the
workflows of operations are given in the next section.

5.4 Workflows of Basic Operations
Server framework consists of previously explained sub-modules (database module,
annotator modules and index module) and a coordinator structure to provide
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interaction between them. From logical point of view, important tasks of server
framework can be divided into two categories; insertion operations and database
queries. To clarify them, detailed information about each operation, is presented in
following sub-sections. Workflows of operations are also provided for a well
understanding of interactions of modules.

5.4.1 Insertion Operation
What makes database a database is the data inside. Before evaluations of queries,
data must be collected and populated. Since IFooMMD is an object-oriented
multimedia database architecture, multimedia semantic entities should be detected,
created and stored in database before executing queries. As mentioned in previous
sections, in the sample implementation of IFooMMD architecture, DB4O is used as
storage/database mechanism.
Objects and events can be inserted into the implemented system. Since these are
abstract classes, their realized forms, such as ball and player entities, derived from
object class, and goal and foul entities, derived from event class, should be created
and stored in database.
Due to the difference in detection routines, operations performed in extraction and
insertion processes of objects and events are different from each other. Besides, the
employed modules and inter communications of these components differ in object
and event annotation tasks.

5.4.1.1 Object Annotation and Insertion
In IFooMMD architecture, semantic information extraction processes and database
operations are handled in an isolated way. Therefore, extracting objects from
multimedia materials and inserting into database are two different tasks to be
executed, with the help of distinct modules.
In the implemented IFooMMD system, object annotation is based on finding and
classifying visual objects in multimedia materials. In annotation step, detecting
boundaries of entities, finding object types and extracting low-level information of
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objects are performed. Following object annotation, properties and attributes of
objects are collected; real object is created and inserted into the database.
For object insertion task, two servlets are developed; objectAnnotationServlet and
objectInsertionServlet, both of which are located in the coordinator component of
server.
Object annotation task starts with selection of a region of an object from an image
or a key frame of video [Figure 5-8]. The utilized JMFPlayer bean allows users to
select desired frame and mark a region for annotation. The selected region
coordinates, with video and frame information are sent to objectAnnotationServlet
for processing.
objectAnnotationServlet works as an adapter for object annotator module; gets
parameters from client, converts this information into a structure that object
annotator module understands, invokes annotate function of the module to obtain
low-level features and decisions about the possible object types in selected regions.
Possible object types, as well as an assigned id and possibility degrees of these
types are returned to user, according to information gathered from annotator
module. In this step, low-level feature information of the annotated object is stored
in database and not returned to user due to lessen communication size.
Decisions, returned from objectAnnotationServlet gives information about the type
of the object. Because of the fuzzy decisions object annotator made, usually more
than one possible object is detected and at client side, only the most possible one,
the one with the highest possibility percentage, is activated. For correcting possible
wrong decisions, prototype client application allows users to change the activated
object and select a different type.
Although some attributes of objects, like color and shape information, can
automatically be detected, since some properties of objects cannot be automatically
extracted, such as power of the car, talent of the player, automated object detection
should be complemented with manual methods. Also, some properties having fuzzy
information and the ones, which should be expressed with linguistic terms, like age,
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cannot be found automatically. In this step, some detailed information about the
detected object is gathered from user and objectInsertionServlet is invoked for
storing objects into the database.
Following the transmission of collected information about object and its properties
to server side, the real object is ready to be created and inserted into the database.
Although the low level features, extracted by annotator, are stored in database, they
are not associated with an object yet. Responsibilities of objectInsertionServlet are
to get attributes of object from client environment, create real object with properties
got from the client, attach low-level information extracted and stored in annotation
step and insert the real object to the database. The status of insertion operations is
returned to the user. For unsuccessful attempts, an error code is also provided.

Figure 5-8 A Screenshot from Object Detection and Insertion Interface
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Index structure is constructed at database startup. Since the new object may not
exist at startup time, index component should be informed about the new object and
low-level feature information should be sent to the index structure, which is another
responsibility of objectInsertionServlet. The serialized low-level feature, obtained
from the object annotator module and attached to the object, is redirected to index
structure after successful completions of insertion operations.
Since object annotation and creations are separated, if a user cancels object
insertion process after finishing annotation step, the low level features, extracted by
object annotator and stored in database became garbage. This kind of waste should
be cleaned regularly.
The UML sequence diagram for object annotation is given in Figure 5-9.

Figure 5-9 UML Sequence Diagram for Object Annotation
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5.4.1.2 Event Annotation and Insertion
Events are another type of semantic content that should be extracted from
multimedia materials and inserted into database. While low-level information is
used for object extraction, some high-level semantics, objects and their spatial
relations are required for event detection. Therefore, event annotation starts with
object extraction.
Objects, which participate in the event, should be extracted before event detection is
started. Since we just need object types, and spatial information of objects in a
group of frames, full automatic or semi-automatic methods can be used for object
extraction. Object annotation and insertion task, given in previous sub-section is a
semi-automatic method since human intervention is required. Also, a full automatic
object annotation, detailed information about which is given in the following subsection, can be used in event detection task. No matter which method is used,
objectAnnotationServlet is employed for object extraction. Whenever a group of
objects is extracted and ready to be annotated for events, eventAnnotationServlet is
invoked.
In the scope of this thesis, an event ontology is developed for sample
implementation of IFooMMD architecture. Detailed information about event
ontology is presented in latter sections.
Following adjustments on position and dimension information of objects,
eventAnnotationServlet invokes event annotator module with calculated spatial
information and desired event ontology definitions. Also, video meta-model
information is provided for processing event ontology.
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Figure 5-10 A Screenshot from Event Detection and Insertion Interface

Considering temporal changes in spatial information of objects, and utilizing the
video meta-model as well as the proposed domain events ontology, event annotator
module makes some decisions about the possible events in the selected portion of
video. In the evaluation step, objects and their relations are extracted and possible
spatial change definitions are examined in temporal dimension. After checking
relations between spatial change individuals and events, an inference is made about
possible events and concepts, with some degrees of similarity and partial
memberships.
Possible events, returned from the event annotator are formatted and ordered
according to membership degrees by eventAnnotationServlet, and returned to the
user to gather some properties that cannot be detected automatically.
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In client side, after receiving the possible event types and their inclusion values, the
most possible event type is selected. Although a full automatic event detection
method is used, some user driven tasks are needed to obtain attributes of events
after correcting the event type, in case the inference is wrong. Using the detected
and user-provided event information, eventInsertionServlet is called.
The event annotation is completed after real event entity is created and inserted into
database by eventInsertionServlet.

5.4.2 Automatic Object Annotation
Object insertion is the slowest function of the proposed study. The biggest portion
of object insertion time is consumed by manual operations that cannot be executed
automatically. Although, object types and positions can be detected automatically,
some properties that cannot be extracted from the visual objects and fuzzy linguistic
terms should be provided manually. Due to user intervention, a complexity for
insertion function cannot be calculated and the average completion time cannot be
estimated.
Type and spatial information of objects are adequate for detecting possible events in
event annotation process. The back-number of a player or age information has
nothing to do with event annotator module. Therefore, to be used in event annotator
module, an automatic approach for finding objects and their spatial information in a
group of frames is added to this multimedia framework.
Integrated object annotator module is capable of detecting objects in a region of a
frame. If temporal and spatial segmentation of frames can be executed
automatically, the object annotator may detect the objects inside them and thus,
objects in a video can automatically be annotated.
Using a linear approach, an automatic temporal and spatial segmentation ability is
added to the system to make system capable of automatically detect a group of
objects in a video. Considering the given parameters, a number of frames are
extracted and using a fixed-size partitioning method, these frames are segmented
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automatically. All segments are evaluated by the object annotator module and all
possible objects in a given piece of video are automatically detected and extracted.
In automatic object annotation, segmentation parameters should be selected
carefully. To detect an object in a segment, low-level features of that object should
be dominant in that region, since classifications of objects are based on them.
Therefore, fixed segment size should be small. But, since segments are not
combined and evaluated as groups, the size of the segment needed to be at least as
big as the biggest object in frames.
Also, a refinement parameter can be assigned to sharpen the boundaries of objects.
It is a tradeoff between the speed and the success of automatic annotation. When an
object is detected in a region, if desired, the automatic annotate operation may
partition the region into smaller segments and a refined progressive search is
executed in these smaller granularity pieces. A sample representation of automatic
object annotation and refinement process is given in Figure 5-11.

5.4.3 Search Operations
The implemented IFooMMD system allows two types of semantic queries to be
executed in database; text based and similarity based (query-by-example) semantic
queries. In order to execute queries, some web services and servlets interfaces are
implemented in coordinator structure of the server. Also, in the prototype client
application, user interfaces are developed for constructing queries in a human
friendlier way.
Text based semantic querying ability is inherited from core database module,
adapted for IFooMMD architecture and extended for news domain. Objects can be
searched and retrieved by providing desired textual attributes, including uncertain
ones. Also fuzzy linguistic terms can be used in this type of searches.
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(a) Fixed Size Segmentation and Object Annotation

(b) Progressive Refinement Process

Figure 5-11 Automatic Object Annotation

Query-by-example, which is a special kind of similarity based semantic querying, is
evaluated with the collaboration of object annotator module and index structure.
Database is scanned with the help of index structure in order to find similar objects
to the given one.
In all types of searches, whenever applicable, the JMFPlayer bean displays visual
objects.
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5.4.3.1 Text Based Semantic Querying
As in traditional databases, the prototype IFooMMD system is capable of executing
text based queries on previously extracted semantic contents. The properties and
attributes of semantic objects are used in evaluating such queries. Beside crisp
predicates, uncertain values and query conditions are acceptable in the system.
Inference mechanism is activated whenever required.
SearchWeatherReportPerson, SearchWeatherReportObject and SearchWeatherReportEvent servlets are implemented for searching actor, object and event entities
for weather report domain. Similar servlets for each domain are developed for
executing text based queries. Also some web services are implemented to enable
other systems benefit from this system. Detailed information and implementation
steps of developed web services are given in the last section of this chapter.
In client side, for constructing text based queries in a visual manner, a user interface
is created at runtime using an XML file that defines the domain and its entities.
Current domain and entities supported in prototype IFooMMD system are given in
Table 4.
Text based query mechanism starts when user selects an object type from textual
query section of query builder [Figure 5-12]. The user fills the desired properties of
searched object using some crisp or uncertain values. For example, for a player
whose age is not crisply known, user may provide a linguistic fuzzy term for age
information; infant, young, old or even some combination of them.
When evaluating a query, all relevant objects, filtered by crisp query predicates, are
brought to the bridge from database, DB4O. If any rule is needed to be fired, objects
in the bridge are shifted to the working memory of knowledge base. After checking
all rules and firing needed ones, knowledge base send resulting objects back to
bridge and the objects, meeting all predicates of the query, are serialized into XML
messages and returned to the client application.
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Table 4 Domains, Sub-Domains and Semantic Entities

Domain

Accident

NewsReport

Actor Type
Doctor
DeadPerson
Fireman
Nurse
Policeman
WoundedPerson
Anchorman
Audience
CameraMan
Reporter
Speaker
Visitor
WeatherReporter

Basketball

Map
MarkingStick
WMicrophone
BasketBallBall
BasketballHop
SportArena

Footbal

FootballBall
Stadium

Player
Referee

Tennis

Field
Net
Racket
TennisBall

TennisPlayer
TennisSpectator

WeatherReport

Sport Domain

Object Type
Car
BrokenCar
Ambulance
FireEngine
PoliceCar
Road
Camera
Computer
Microphone
Studio

BasketballPlayer
BasketballReferee
BasketballSpectato
Coach

Event Type
Accident
Threatment

Interview
Meeting
NewsPresentation
PressMeeting
Reading
Speaking
Marking
Speaking
Block
Steal
Rebound
Foul
Point
SideKick
Shot(Goal)
Pass
Ace
Fault
Point

If query predicates contain uncertain information, fuzzy processors are activated in
which component requires making fuzzy decisions: database or knowledge base.
Simple fuzzy attributes are evaluated in fuzzy processor of FOOD structure in the
system, whereas in the knowledge base component, fuzzy processors are used when
making similarity based fuzzy decisions.
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Since index mechanism is not activated for textual queries, capabilities and
efficiency of this type of searches are restricted with the abilities of FKB and
FOOD, in our system JESS and DB4O with fuzzy processors.

Figure 5-12 A Screenshot from Text Based Semantic Query Interface

5.4.3.2 Similarity Based Semantic Querying (Query-By-Example)
In multimedia databases, similarity based queries are more meaningful than text
based searches. A user may not know the name or singer of a piece of music,
although the melody is in mind. Or having a picture of a girl or a castle, about
which there is no textual information (such as name or location), the user may want
to find other information or visual objects relevant to them. In order to meet these
considerations, a kind of similarity search mechanism for visual objects is utilized
in IFooMMD system. In this type of search, a piece of image is given as query
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predicate and some similar images, having common visual properties with the given
one are returned in the order of similarity percentage.

Figure 5-13 Workflow of Text Based Semantic Querying

The execution of query-by-example type queries starts with the selection of a region
on the desired frame of loaded video [Figure 5-14]. This selection is the predicate of
the query and the features of this region are used in calculation of distance to other
objects in database.
Section information about selected region is sent to the queryByExample servlet
interface. Besides establishing communication between server and client for
similarity search, this servlet provides interaction of inter-communicating
components: annotator module and index structure, which are the required modules
in similarity based query evaluations.
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After gathering the information from client, query-by-example redirects this
information to object annotator module for obtaining low-level features and
classification information. Possible object type information is utilized in the last
step of query evaluation for filtering and ordering results coming from index
structure. The extracted low-level features are serialized and sent to index structure
for further processing.
Using the serialized low-level features, index structure finds the clusters that
possible similar objects locate. For each object in these clusters, relative distance of
features to given object features is calculated and the most similar k objects are
returned to the query-by-example servlet.

Figure 5-14 A Screenshot from Similarity Based Semantic Query Interface, QueryByExample
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The resulting objects, coming from index structure, are filtered by the possible
object categories, obtained from annotator module in low-level extraction step, and
ordered using similarity degrees. After being formatted, the results are sent to the
client as an XML message and listed in the query result region of interface. The
workflow of similarity based querying is given in Figure 5-15.

Figure 5-15 Workflow of Similarity Based Querying

5.5 Event Ontology
In the scope of this thesis, an event ontology for football domain is developed. The
generated event ontology is compatible with the meta-model proposed in study [46],
which is integrated as event annotator module in implemented system. Semantic
entities, their possible temporal or spatial relations, individuals indicating temporal
changes, are clearly defined in the developed ontology.
Collaborating with event annotator module, the event ontology is used in event
extraction process. Topological relations, distance relations and positional relations
of defined objects are extracted by event annotator module. Using the definitions of
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events and rules in ontology, temporal changes in spatial information of object are
detected and decisions about some possible events are given using the inference
mechanism in event annotator. In the created event ontology for football domain,
sidekick, goal and pass events are defined.
A sample definition for goal event is given in Figure 5-16. In the given goal
definition, three object types are used; player, ball and fortress. Using the
topological and positional relations, four spatial relation components are defined;
ball with player, ball away from player, ball away from fortress and ball inside
fortress. The order of change in spatial relation components defines spatial changes;
send ball and ball going to fortress. Spatial changes in time dimension is used for
detecting goal event.

Figure 5-16 Ontology Definition for Goal Event

Using the goal definitions, a sample goal detection frame sequence is given in
Figure 5-17. The steps for inferring a goal event are:
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1. In each frame player, ball and fortress objects are extracted. In Figure 5-17,
player, ball and fortress objects are marked with white, red and blue shapes,
respectively.
2. For each frame, spatial relations of objects are examined.
a. In the first frame, since there is a ball, topologically overlap with a
player, there is ballWithPlayer spatial relation.
b. In the second frame, since ball and player objects are disjoint, a
ballAwayFromPlayer spatial relation exists. Besides, since ball and
fortress object are also disjoint, there is one more spatial relation:
ballAwayFromFortress.
c. In the last frame, ball object and fortress are topologically overlap,
resulting in a ballWithFortress relation.
3. In this step, the spatial relation components are mapped to spatial change
components.
d. Since there is a ballWithPlayer relation before ballAwayFromPlayer
relation, according to the goal definition in Figure 5-16, there is a
sendBall spatial change component.
e. In former frames, there is a ballAwayFromFortress spatial relation
and in last frame, there is a ballWithFortress spatial relation.
Therefore, there is a ballGoingToFortress spatial change in latter
frames.
4. In this step, using the spatial change components, temporal spatial change
components are inferred.
f. There are two spatial changes in the given frame sequence; sendBall
and ballGoingToFortress. According to the temporal relation
between

these

spatial

ballGoingToFortress

changes,

happens

in

later

other
than

words,
sendBall,

since
the

shootDefinitionComponent is detected.
5. Since shootDefinition contains only shootDefinitionComponent, the shoot or
goal event is inferred.
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(a) First Frame

(b) Second Frame

(c) Third Frame
Figure 5-17 Event Detection Example Frames
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In the sample evaluation of a goal event, for clarification issues, only the related
ontology inferences are given. For instance in step 2-a, there is also,
ballAwayFromFortress spatial relation exists. But since this relation is not used in
inference of the goal event in this scenario, it is not given in step 2-a.
The system is also capable of making fuzzy decisions. For example, in the first
frame, the ball and player objects are topologically overlap. According to the
created event ontology, this relation is resulted as a ballWithPlayer spatial relation
with full inclusion value, 1. Instead of a full overlap, a partial overlap relation
would also result as a ballWithPlayer spatial relation but with inclusion value 0,7.
These inclusion values enable sample IFooMMD system to make fuzzy inferences.

5.6 Query Web Services
Web services enable sharing functionality among different applications even if they
are running on different platforms. In the scope of this thesis, a group of web
services are developed for querying the implemented IFooMMD system using
different client applications.
During the service generation, the following steps are followed;
1. For each service, a service endpoint interface is implemented. A service
endpoint interface (SEI) is the starting point for developing a web service. It
is a java interface, in which all the methods that can be invoked by clients
are declared. In this step, all classes and configuration files, which are
compatible with server-framework objects, are developed. A sample SEI
structure is given in Figure 5-18.
2. All classes, configuration files and SEI is compiled.
3. Description language files (WSDL) for all web services are created using
Java2WSDL tool for configured platform. In this step, the built-in beanserializers are used for serializing objects (such as wsFootballPlayer,
wsBasketballBall) and return types.
4. Deployment and undeployment files are created. In deployment files, all
types, functions and serializer beans are declared.
5. The AdminClient tool is used for deploying created Web Services.
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Figure 5-18 Picture from a SEI Class, SearchSportPerson

Table 5 The List of Web Services

Web Service
SearchVideoObject

SearchSportObject

SearchSportPerson

Web Methods
searchVideo
searchFootballBall
searchFootballStadium
searchBasketballBall
searchBasketballHop
searchBasketballArena
searchFootballPlayer
searchFootballReferee
searchBasketballPlayer
searchBasketballReferee
searchBasketballSpectator
searchBasketballCoach
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CHAPTER 6
TEST AND EVALUATION
6.1 Querying Capabilities
Text based queries can be categorized into two groups; object based queries and
event based queries. Since actors of events are derived from object class, queries
related with actors are classified as object based queries. Object based queries may
contain fuzzy and crisp predicates:
•

Retrieve the name of the referees in “Beşiktaş”-“Bursaspor” match (crisp
predicate).

•

Retrieve very popular weather reporters (fuzzy predicate).

•

Retrieve the Ambulance objects of hospital “Yaşam” (crisp predicate).

•

Retrieve old defense players in team “Trabzospor” (crisp and fuzzy
predicates).

In the last query, both crisp and fuzzy linguistic terms are used. The old word,
defining the age of the player, is a fuzzy predicate, and defense and the team name
Trabzonspor are crisp predicates. In evaluation time, the football players, whose
fieldposition attribute is defense and the name of the team attribute is Trabzonspor,
are found and inclusion degrees for ages of all these players to fuzzy set old is
computed. In this computation, the similarity matrix is employed for players with
fuzzy ages, or membership functions are utilized for crisp ages. Candidate objects
with inclusion degrees higher or equal to a given threshold value are returned.
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Figure 6-1 Membership Function Graphs for infant, very young, young, old and very old

Table 6 Sample Similarity Matrix for Fuzzy Attribute age

infant
very young
young
old
very old

infant
1.0
0.4
0.1
0.0
0.0

very young
0.4
1.0
0.7
0.0
0.0

young
0.1
0.7
1.0
0.2
0.0

old
0.0
0.0
0.2
1.0
0.7

very old
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.7
1.0

Although being represented with crisp words, all event queries includes uncertainty
due to the detection method. Some sample text based event queries are:
•

Retrieve goals in the first half of semifinal match.

•

Retrieve shots, kicked from 25m or farther.

•

Retrieve harsh fouls, resulted with a red card.

•

Retrieve side-kicks, the shooter is “Mehmet”.

Also, answers for more complex queries may be found executing several queries
and combining them:
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•

Retrieve goal events in final match, scored by “Hakan” and assisted by
“Okan”.

In the evaluation of this query, goal events in final match should be found. Also
pass events in that match should be detected and using the temporal correlation
between goal and pass events, the query should be evaluated.
•

Retrieve goals, kicked from middle field by “Hagi”.

•

Retrieve side-kicks, resulted with a goal.

Beside object and event queries, text based cataloging queries about multimedia
objects are allowed:
•

Retrieve videos, named as “2010 Semifinal Match “

6.2 Implementation and Test Environments
Details of implementation and test environment are as follows:
•

The implementation is developed on Windows XP, Intel Core 2 Duo 2.13
Ghz,1 GB RAM machine. Also all tests are performed on the same machine.

•

The Java implementation is developed with Java Development Kit (JDK)
version 1.6.0_03 on IntelliJ IDEA Community Edition 9.0.1. The user
interfaces and main flow of client is developed on NetBeans 6.8.

•

The Java implementation contains nearly 18000 lines of code in 70 files for
server component and 4500 lines of code in 20 files for client component
(Integrated modules’ information is excluded).

•

As the web server of the application, Apache Tomcat 6.0.24 is used. To
deploy web services, Axis 1_4 SOAP engine is used.

•

Some important Java libraries used are:
o Java Media Framework library, for handling multimedia operations.
o db4o-6.3-java5, for DB4O database operations.
o Jess, for knowledge base operations.
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6.3 Dataset
Two types of tests were executed to evaluate the performance of the implemented
IFooMMD system; speed tests and accuracy tests.
Time measurements were performed on a video data set containing 5 football and 2
basketball video sequences with nearly 10 thousand frames. For semantic
information extraction and similarity search tests, randomly selected video
sequences and their frames were used. While evaluating exact match query
performance, the semantic entities, extracted in semantic information extraction
tests were used.
Two tests were conducted in accuracy tests. In the first test, in which automatic
segmentation was utilized, five 10 second football video shots were used. For each
second of video data, two frames were extracted and each frame was automatically
segmented into two hundred pieces, each of which was annotated automatically. In
the second test of accuracy evaluation, football videos, used in time measurement
tests, were used.

6.4 Tests, Results and Evaluation
6.4.1 Time Measurements
Average execution times of several processes are given in Table 7. The execution
time of each process was measured as the difference of start and completion time of
process. Since a thin-client architecture was employed, in order not to be affected
from network issues, all tests were evaluated on the server.
The speed evaluation of the system was realized in three steps:
•

Evaluating semantic information extraction process,

•

Testing exact match query abilities,

•

Testing similarity search ability, query-by-example.

In semantic entity detection step, since it is not possible to find some fuzzy and
hidden entity specific information automatically, such as age of a player and
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harshness of a foul event, some user intervention is required. Object insertion can
only be executed after these entity attributes are obtained. Therefore, while
evaluating semantic information extraction capability, detection of semantic content
and insertion of found entities were examined separately.
The processes, which include extraction of low-level features like object detection
and query-by-example type searches, consumes longer times than other processes,
such as exact match querying. A great portion of time, spent for these processes are
consumed by removal of image segments from whole image and extraction of lowlevel features of these segments by MPEG-7 reference software, XM.
The execution times of object and event detection processes are slightly change
according to the size of the image segments. Also, since an object-oriented database
is used, the size of the objects effect the insertion and retrieval time. The number of
predicates, whether crisp or uncertain, has no impact on query execution times. But
the execution times of queries are proportional to the object amount in database.

Table 7 Average Execution Times for Information Extraction Retrieval Tests

Test Type
Semantic Information
Extraction

Exact Match Query

Similarity Search

Detailed Test Information
Object detection in a selected region
Object insertion
Event detection using an object set
Event insertion
Search for all objects of a specific type
Using single crisp predicate
Using multiple crisp predicates
Using single fuzzy predicate
Using multiple fuzzy predicates
Using both crisp and fuzzy predicates
No rows returned
Single row returned
Multiple rows returned
Query-By-Example
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Time (ms)
4925
225
1386
228
125
141
141
143
152
147
120
120
135
4800

6.4.2 Accuracy Tests
As well as the speed of the system, another important criterion in evaluating the
success of the implemented architecture is the accuracy of the system. Two tests
were executed to evaluate the success of the implemented architecture. In both,
object and event extraction processes were executed automatically and all the
semantic information extraction processes, explained in this study were used. The
difference between tests was the method of segmentation process.
Since fixed size segmentation is used in automatic object annotation module, an
object is accepted as correctly extracted, if the examined segment includes the
object or part of it. Similarly, if the time boundaries of an automatically extracted
event instance intersect with the boundaries of the real event, it is accepted as
correctly extracted.
The precision, recall and f-measure values, which are metrics, commonly used for
accuracy evaluation of retrieval systems, are evaluated according to given formulas:
Precision =

Recall =

number of Relevant Retrieved
number of All Retrieved

number of Relevant Retrieved
number of All Relevants

F − Measure = 2*

Precision*Recall
Precision + Recall

(6.1)

(6.2)

(6.3)

As implied in the formulas, precision shows the ratio of the correctness of the query
results, as well as recall gives the ratio of the completeness of the result set. Fmeasure is the average best point in the precision-recall graph.
Before accuracy evaluation, to refine event definitions in ontology, a pre-test
procedure was executed. In this routine, all object coordinates and types were
manually detected and event annotator module was activated with this set of
entities.
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When results of this pre-test routine were examined, it was seen that some event
instances were missed or misclassified due to some wrong definitions in subcomponents of event definitions. For example, the ballWithPlayer spatial relation,
used in pass event, was defined using overlap operator between ball and player
object. But in some frames, although a player has the ball, due to position of the
camera or due to the player style, the ball and player may be seen as disjointed, but
near; causing an undetected ballWithPlayer spatial relation, therefore, missed pass
event.
Using decisions of the event annotator module in this step, the event definitions
were tuned and the manual segmentation and object extraction procedure was
repeated until all events were extracted correctly. The results of this pre-test routine
with former and subsequent values are given in Table 8 and Figure 6-2. After
completing event ontology refinement process, the system was ready for the
accuracy tests.

Table 8 Event Definition Refinement Results

After

Before

Event Name

Manual

Correct

False

Missed

pass

8

5

-

3

100.00

62.50

sidekick

1

1

-

-

100.00

100.00

shot(goal)

2

1

-

1

100.00

50.00

11

7

-

4

100.00

63,63

pass

8

8

-

-

100.00

100.00

sidekick

1

1

-

-

100.00

100.00

shot(goal)

2

2

-

-

100.00

100.00

11

11

-

-

100,00

100,00
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Prec (%) Rec (%)

(a) Precision Values

(b) Recall Values

Figure 6-2 Event Refinement Metrics

In the first test, automatic object annotator module was activated and using the
linear segmentation approach mentioned in previous chapter, automatic image
segmentation, object and event extraction were executed. The event annotator
module was fed by object annotator module and in the event extraction steps,
automatically segmented and annotated objects were used. Object and event counts
with precision, recall and f-measure scores of first test according to different
threshold values are given in Table 9 and Table 10. Also, corresponding metric
curves; precision, recall and f-measure graphs are presented in Figure 6-3 and
Figure 6-4.
Since the object annotator module is forced to make a classification for each
segment, the detected object count is calculated very high. But, even for high
threshold values, the ratio of correctly detected object count to all detected objects
is not satisfying and resulting in low recall and f-measure values. In order to
understand the effect of the fixed width segmentation, a second test was executed.
The automated segmenting was disabled and images were segmented manually, but
object and event annotations were executed automatically. The results and metric
scores are given in Table 11 and
Table 12, with corresponding curves in Figure 6-5 and Figure 6-6.
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Table 9 Automatic Segmentation: Object Extraction Test Results

Threshold Values
0,50 0,55 0,60 0,65 0,70 0,75 0,80 0,85 0,90
Real Object Count

864

864

864

864

864

Detected Object Count

6602 5227 4598 4014 2986 1919 989

431

36

Correctly Detected Count

263

70

8

Precision

0,04 0,05 0,06 0,06 0,07 0,10 0,15 0,16 0,22

Recall

0,30 0,30 0,29 0,28 0,26 0,22 0,17 0,08 0,01

F-Measure

0,07 0,09 0,10 0,10 0,11 0,14 0,16 0,11 0,02

262

864
254

864
244

864
223

864
191

144

Figure 6-3 Automatic Segmentation: Precision, Recall and F-Measure Curves for Object
Extraction Test
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Table 10 Automatic Segmentation: Event Extraction Test Results

Threshold Values
0,50 0,55 0,60 0,65 0,70 0,75 0,80 0,85
Real Event Count

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

Detected Event Count

11

10

9

8

8

8

5

1

Correctly Detected Count

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

Precision

0,09 0,10 0,11 0,13 0,13 0,13 0,20

0

Recall

0,11 0, 11 0, 11 0, 11 0, 11 0, 11 0,11

0

F-Measure

0,10 0,10 0,11 0,12 0,12 0,12 0,14

0

Figure 6-4 Automatic Segmentation: Precision, Recall and F-Measure Curves for Event
Extraction Test
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Table 11 Manual Segmentation: Object Extraction Test Results

Threshold Values
0,50 0,55 0,60 0,65 0,70 0,75 0,80 0,85 0,90
Real Object Count

143

143

143

143

143

143

143

143

143

Detected Object Count

138

135

134

130

120

110

88

65

19

Correctly Detected Count

90

90

90

89

87

87

70

54

17

Precision

0,65 0,67 0,67 0,68 0,73 0,79 0,80 0,83 0,89

Recall

0,63 0,63 0,63 0,62 0,61 0,61 0,49 0,38 0,12

F-Measure

0,64 0,65 0,65 0,65 0,66 0,69 0,61 0,52 0,21

Figure 6-5 Manual Segmentation: Precision, Recall and F-Measure Curves for Object
Extraction Test
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Table 12 Manual Segmentation: Event Extraction Test Results

Threshold Values
0,50 0,55 0,60 0,65 0,70 0,75 0,80 0,85
Real Event Count

13

13

13

13

13

13

13

13

Detected Event Count

10

10

10

10

9

9

9

6

Correctly Detected Count

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

6

Precision

0,90 0,90 0,90 0,90 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00

Recall

0,69 0,69 0,69 0,69 0,69 0,69 0,69 0,46

F-Measure

0,78 0,78 0,78 0,78 0,82 0,82 0,82 0,63

Figure 6-6 Manual Segmentation: Precision, Recall and F-Measure Curves for Event
Extraction Test
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Since sizes of objects, such as a ball and a player, are not close, and images are not
segmented according to semantic content, the selected segmentation methodology
decreases the performance. A good segmentation or object boundary detection
algorithm may result in better solutions. In the original study [2] of integrated object
extraction module, n-cut segmentation algorithm is utilized and test solutions,
similar to our manual segmentation test results are obtained. A comparison table,
showing precision and recall values for object extraction with different
segmentation methods is given in Table 13.

Table 13 Segmentation Method Comparison

Fixed Size Segmentation
in our study
Manual Segmentation
in our study
N-Cut Segmentation
in study [2]

Best threshold

Precision

Recall

F-Measure

0,80

0,15

0,17

0,16

0,75

0,79

0,61

0,69

0,81

0,70

0,57

0,63

The implemented IFooMMD system and all these performance tests show that, the
architecture is successful and applicable for multimedia databases. Since the
success of each module depends on other modules and the bottlenecks of each
module decrease the overall performance, for a successful implementation, all
integrated modules should be selected carefully and compatible with each other.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
A multimedia database, which enable content based retrieval of materials in an
easy, less formalized and human-friendlier way, gain more importance lately due to
recent improvements in multimedia technology and increasing popularity of
multimedia devices.
In this thesis, a conceptual model for multimedia database and a prototype
application, which is based on MPEG-7 descriptors and is support uncertainty at all
levels of abstraction, is developed. Attribute level, object/class level and
class/superclass level fuzziness is handled in both object insertion and query
construction steps. To deal with uncertain information, the system benefits from a
fuzzy knowledge base with the conjunction of a fuzzy object-oriented database.
As well as supporting fuzzy information, the system is capable of extracting
semantic information from multimedia data. Although detection of objects and
events can be executed full-automatically, since some information about them
cannot be obtained without human interaction, such as shoe number of a player or
harshness of a foul event, a semi automatic way of object and event insertion is
employed.
An index structure, specialized for handling low-level features is also utilized in this
study to enable similarity searches, which is an indispensable property of content
based retrieval systems.
The generic conceptual data model and proposed architecture, explained in Chapter
4, are designed to support all kind of multimedia information. For proof of concept,
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the developed sample framework is limited to handle only visual materials due to
the coupled modules. A future work is to extend this sample framework to support
handling audial and textual multimedia materials and enable extraction of semantic
information from them.
Another future direction is to employ a web-crawling facility to gather more
information about detected objects and events. Back-number of a player with the
team information which can be detected using visual annotators, when searched in
web, may result in name and age information, as well as other undetectable
knowledge.
Considering the automatic linear segmentation method, a better algorithm may be
employed for more meaningful segmentations. Since spatial information of objects
is used in detecting event entities, such an improvement may result in better
annotations.
In the index structure, since it disrupts clustering information, the individual
insertion of semantic content is resulted in rebuilding index structure. This approach
is very time consuming and causes some latency in insertion procedure. An
improvement for this deficiency can be detection of fragmentation in clustering
schema and rebuilding index structure when the fragmentation exceeds a predefined limit.
The developed application is able to display the results of queries, whenever the
result is a video object. Java Media Framework is used in playing visual materials.
Although it is the most current version of JMF, it does not support all video formats
and codec. Moreover, the RTP and RTSP support of JMF is very limited, resulting
in an unusable streaming capability. A future improvement is needed to overcome
the limitations of this tool.
This study uses some visual MPEG-7 descriptors in annotation and building index
structure processes. Although the system does not have any limit, only four
common descriptors are employed. Using more MPEG-7 descriptors may result in
better annotations and improvements in similarity searches. For a future direction,
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the number of used descriptors can be increased and moreover, the system can be
modified to benefit from all types of descriptors including audio and text caption
features in multimedia materials.
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